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pushed:aside_for_debate

With tickets limited,
UCF students are mostly

-shut out of campus
-_- confrontation between
.
Bush, McBride

~ ~~~ ~-
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TIFFANY REPECKI
.

STAFF WRITER

What students anticipated would
be an open public debate between
gubernatorial candidates Jeb Bq.sh
and Bill McBride at UCF on Oct. 22
will now go forth as a statewide televised debate that will exclude most of
the general public.
Debate coordinators, who originally planned to distribute tickets to
the public on aJir-st-come, first-served
basis, e~ated half of the t~ckets

Jeb Bush; Bill McBride debate
Date:
Tuesday. Oct. ll

Where: ·

Stuaent Union ·
Televised on:

Time:
7 p.m. ·

WESH. Channel 2 News

and d~cided to divide the remainder
among campus administrators,
tru§ltees, student government leaders
and political organizations .. .
PLEASE SEE

i

•··

-SEE LIFESTYLES, 16

,·

Jeb Bush (left) and Bill McBride (right) will go head. to-head to discuss a number of issues including the
Coordinators ON 4 death penalty and education on.Oct. 22.

UCF ·brands. -Broncos ~-

..
ADAM ROSCHE ·/

CFF

Dr. Scott Rasmus, clinic coordinator, evalyates counseling sessions from the control room at the
Community Counseling Cliruc. Each room is equipped with cameras, ear ·pieces and _microphones
that allow counseling sessions to ~e viewed and taped so the sessions can be critiqued.

••

Graduate Students
counsel .communify
.

•

.

the students have taken the appro- .
priate classes and have some insight
about counselihg before entering
For the last three years, UCF this class and working with patients,
has provided free individual, couple Robinson said.
and family counseling sessions.
·
"I've been able .to apply what I
Graduate students work with learned in class to real life," said Jill
professors and licensed profession- Tomlinson, a graduate student in
.
al_s in helping clients who need coun- counseling.
seling: There· are s_ix counseling
However, there are certain
rooms at tlie Counseling & .Testing requirements befor~ a student is
Center. The rooms are equipped with allowed to work in the Counseling "
cameras, earpieces and voice box Center, whether they have taken ·
that connects to ·a.control room, appropriate classes or not. The stuwhich allows the licensed profes- . dent ·goes -thfough an interView
sionals ·and faculty to assess and process to make sure ·they meet the
advise the students with· their tech- qualifications, Which include having
nique.
good incentive to want to counsel
· ~'It's a very hands-on experience others, being,able to establish a relafor our students and it's a service to tionship with clients and are able to
the community," said Mike Robinson, be professional.
·.
,
Students also ~ust have a minidirector of the center.
The Counseling Center's main
focus is to serve the coqununiiy. All
PLEASE SEE Clinical oN 4
ADAM. ROSCHE
.

STAFF WRITER
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INSl:DE
UCF brings home first .MAC win of the season_
-SEE PAGE 12

6am~ day coverage
· -SEE RAGE 14

INSID_E ~

MAC Scoreboard·'
·-SEE PAGE 14

I

· Inside the Numbers
-SEE PAGE 14

-.

Rotten eggs

Index:

College students struggle with rotten roommates day
in and day out.
-LIFESTYLES, 16
www.UCFfoture.com
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·Senators·ditch last .meeting of term
(lenator . _.

the same event.
"I decided to show my support
~
- L)~
for UCF by attending the hobnob,"
Members of the 34th Student · said Schiller, "I apologize to anyone
Government Association Senate and everyone."
marked their final meeting las_t
Schiller, who also .initiat~ the
week by;playing hooky.
vote fdr .food to be purchased for
_·
Only nine of the 39 senators Senate's last meeting, said he
showed up for the Senate's regular- m1xed up dates and wanted cabinet
ly scheduled meeting on Oct. 10. members to appear at the first
Anticipating such a poor turnout, · meeting of the newly elected 35th
Sen. Jared Schiller had called for a Senate on Oct. 17.
vote a ~ week earlier in a Senate
SGA Vice President Brian
committee meetingthat Would have Battles told the Senate on Oct. .3
required ;cabinet members to that many cabinet -members
attend the Senate's last meeting.
planned to attend the hobnob and
Yet even Schiller himself woajd nliss its last meeting.
skipped the last session, opting
However, Battles said he
inStead to attend the aJIDUal politi- mg>ects all cabinet m~mbers to
cal "hobnob," an off-campus gath- aftend· -th(f firsf meeting of the· -· l;j
ering of political candidates spQp.- -1it}Wiy el~fuct$enate.
.·:
sored by the Orlando Regi01;1hl.
"ThecliinaXofthe34thSenate - ..._ .
Chamber of Commerce. Several = was "'reany · ·diSapwinfing · without
other cabinet members attended any official business;" said Sen.
- - _ .. -- - --- ---- . - - .
.
SHEYLJ\ NIEVES
STAFF WRITER

.•

Pavan Talakala, who went to the make their candidacies formal.
Senate's last meeting.
Both ·agreed that SGA officials
Those who . did attend should better explain the rules to
addressed student concerns. candidates and adhere to them to
Students who faced more snags prevent future confusion. .
than others during the just-comSGAofficialsneedtodesignate
pleted Senate elections agreed that one spot where·students cap go to
in order to improve future elec- declare their candidacies, said
tions, procedures must be clarified. . Thomas. That way, SGA officials
Problems that arose during rµnning elections could coITect stuincluded ·students y.rho wer~ OK'd dents who do anYthingwrongwhile
to run but were later disqualified, declaring their candidacy.·
and criticism from SGA Brevard
SGA officials from the Brevard
officials who felt the election was campuses voiced concern over-no
run improperly on their campus.
communication and supplies from
ii n~
The election commission had the election commission stationed
· . fl
~'
approved Jennifer Mattocks · and at the main campus during the priSen. Shakeba Thomas to run for mary ~1ections.
office, but SGA's Judicial Comi.cil .
Because of this, plans to allow
fl
later disqualified 'them because· of th~S.QABi:evard<?OOrdinatortoput
unsign.Mj>aperwork ·
_. :· - ~~ · up PQJ)i!lg $t~tions, election posters
Mf!:ttoQks: and Thom~.-~ ~aid aii<fq.-0tlier:·~uired material is .
_
confusion - existed. when :_·"they · being ·worked on, said Sen. Jen~__ _:. _
.:. _______ --· __ __ __ . ~h.Qw.ed,. .np. af-tllQ- 001\--t>ffiee- tcr ---De]k". ---_------·- -- - ·- ·

pro'.f'hosed
bz'll tO.
make m
· eet • a .
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Loophole lets some
skip summer classes

All this and brai.ns too

Florida universities require summer credits,
but stUdents can graduate without them
LA URA STEVENS

•

-·
•

•

•

•

•

•

.-

STAFF WRITER
~~~~~ - : ~ ~ ~:-

In order to keep the state universities
..: running year-round, Florida requires UCF
students to· enroll in at least nine hours of
summer courses before they can graduate.
But thanks to a loophole, a lot of students
are finding a way to bypass that requirement.
Seniors who have not taken any summer
classes, but who still have enough credit
hours to graduate in December or May before the next summer term begins - can
petition to have that requirement waived, said
· David Dees, UCF's dean of students.
"Students are encouraged to meet the
requirement," said Dees. "But those who
haven't can petition for a waiver of the
remaining hours."
State lawmakers put the requirement
into effect because they were concerned that
campuses appeared mostly vacant during
summer semester~.
"The purpvse of this state requirement
was to efficiently use state university systeih
resources," said Dees.
Freshman Mega.Ii Cerasale said her UCF
orientation leaders emphasized the summer
requirement. But there was no discussion
about what she could do if she did not fulfill it.
"My orientation leaders didn't say anything about getting a waiver," she said.
Although Cerasale was not informed
about the petition option, she said her parents were told about it during a parei:its' prientation session.
Despite urging students to complete the
summer classes, Dees said it is the least
important prerequisite for undergraduate
graduation.
"It has little to do with the demonstration

The purpose of this
··state requirement·
,was to effici~ntly
use state university
system resources.
- ·J-4}_

-DAVID DEES
UCF dean of student~

of knowledge, levels of academic perfonnance
or the mas~ery of important skills," he said.
Compounding the matter for many students is that summer· classes are no longer
covered by the Florida Bright Futures scholarship program. Bright Futures scholarships
currently subsidize the education expenses ·
for about 83,000 students statewide.
State Sen. Don Sullivan, R-Largo, was
partiany in charge of starting the .Bright
Futures program, and pushed through the
legislation ·that cut scholarship funding by
$14.9 million and eliminated the summer
scholarships.
But that's not the only bad news for
Bright Futures scholars: Previously, scholarship amounts rose with the cost of college
tuition. Under the changes approved by the
Florida Legislature, the amount of scholar-:ships will no longer be increased to cover
those tuition bikes.

Musical theater major Wesley Miller captured the Mr. UCF 2003 title Saturday night with his ballad,
''Where's the girl?" from the Broadway musical''The Scarlett Pimpernel." Miller competed against nine
other UCF men and won a $1,500 cash scholarship, a dass ring and a two-semester book scholarship from
the campus bookstore. .
.
- .
As Mr. UCF, Miller says he'll promote art programs in public schools by speaking and perfonning at
elementary and high schools in the local area. After graduation, Miller wants to move to New York and
pursue a career in musical theater.
. ·
.
Fonner Mr. UCF Reji Wood-Hill convinced Miller to enter this year's contest, said Miller. "Reji told me to
audition one day in between classes. First Iwas hesitant, but now I'm so glad Idid."
I

.-
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Clinical eXperierice 1n
-a controlled setting
,

FROM PAGE

•

-

.

1

·mum GPA of 3.0, score of 1000 on the GRE, the
graduate admissions school exam; and have
three letters of recommendation.
The profe.ssors have high expectations
because they want to s.ee each student succeed
and do well; Tomlinson said.
''.A really quality program has a good clinic
facility," Robinson said.
It is mandatory that students in this pro· gram. attend an orientation in which different
techniques are discussed. They are also required
to keep all cases conqdential. If this confidentiality is ever broken, students will be dismissed
from the program. .
.
·
This clinic offers a free service directed
mainly for people who suffer from anxiety,
depression, family issues or a loss of separation
from someone. Though these sessions are free,
all patients must go through a mandatory
screening to ensure their problems are not drug-

related, homicidal or suicidal for the school's and
the patient's own security and benefit. .
Scott Rasmus, clinic coordinator, said UCF
.· students · are accepted, .but they must first go
through the Counseling and Testing Center. The
center will then refer students who need more. ·
serious counseling.
If a patient suffers from these issues or
begins to suffer throughout any counseling sessions and it becomes apparent, the sessions are
stopped due to the fact that the counselors are
still students. In these instances, the patient is
referred to another specific institute for further
help.
There have been situations where a current ,
client has become suicidal or even a substance
abuser, but. they are dealt with carefully and sent
tQ a certified counselor, said Rasmus. "We screen to the best of our ability, but if
they go off their meds or something happens dur:ing the semester and they become suicidal, we
have to assist them."
·
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Alph9 -Xi Delta wou.ld like
to congratulate our rl.ew _sisters:

.

.

.

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Gradl!ate students Jennifer Fine (left), Shanno·n Ray (center) and Jennifer Mccallister (right) run a mock counseling session to
practice techniques they plan to use in their next counseling sessions.
·

Leslie Adair
Natalia Alves
Misti Anderson
Jill Auxier
Natqsha Barrios
·Jess ·Baudeni::listel ·
Casey Belt _
Ca(rie Blanchard
Torie Bowling
Melissa .Brann
Jacey Brown
Gina Cabrera
Tiffony Christie
Abby Cohen
Jenelle Crane
Christine Crews
Jenn Doan
Kristen Favorito
Kristen Fawcett
Jessica Fiorica
Erin Fitzgerald
Mira~da Fluharty

· Leigh Anne Gelinas
Megan _Gr.eat.house
Laura Greer
Alison Harvey

..

·-;; ~--R~Je Hinshelwbod
. _.
· ··srephanie Holmes · , ·
Krista Howard
· .:
- · Ashley.Johnson
Cory Kallio
:Robin Kerns
Jillia~ Kipp
Ankciro Martinez .
Erin McClung
Kati McDonell
Katie .Meagher
laura Merola
Melissa Montane~
· Stephanie Morris ~
Tatiana MunoZ"
Sarah Nissen
April Patrick
Amber Pietrowicz;

•

Caitlin Podaras
Alliso.n Potter
Ashly'Ramsey
Niki Roger
-. Whitney Ros~
Pafge"Rothenberg. ·.· Michelle Roy " •
Kim .Salt~r · '
.• ,
Shayna Sapp ,
Amanda Schumer
Asli·ley Sherman
Amanda Simon
Kerri Smith
Stephanie Speno
Stephanie Stern
Leslie Stidd
Megan Stoorza
Allison Thibodeaux
Jacqueline Vilordi
Amy Waldron
Dana Wax
Angela Yarbrough

•

1

•
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Coordinators design debate to
,resemble 'Meet the Press' program
FROM PAGE

1

UCF's administration will
receive 35 tickets; the Student
Govermil.ent Association will
get 15. Another 30 tickets will
be evenly split .between UCF's
College Republicans and
College Democrats, for a total
· campus allotment of 80.
Event sponsors . WESH
Channel 2 and the. Orlando
. Sentinel .will eacl_i receive up
to 75 tickets, and- ·each candi·date's campaign will . get 15
tickets.
Coordinators of the
debate decided to-exclude the
general public to make the
·event more formal, said Kent
Morton, managing ~ditor of
'WESH.
.
''.A smaller audience [was
more] preferable than a large
audience," Morton said. "It's
going·to be ,more [of a] 'Meet

the Press'-style program,"
Senior Kyle Coilsidder,
"There wasn't going to be chairman of the UCF College
thousands. of people to begin Republicans, said that the
with,".Morton said.
event would serve as a great
· NBC's Tim Russert will experience for club members
moderate the , debate, which who have never attended a
Morton expects will .be a. "live- ·debate. ~·
ly give-and-take on issu~s" of
Considder said the. club's
major importance.
members have spent most of
A room in the· Student their time working on behindUnion.will be open to the pub- __ the-scenes campaigning lie to watch the live debate. holding fundrais'ers, pressThose at home can watch the events and batbeques for vol· same broadcast on WESH.
unteers.
"Education is such a key
Considder. and UCF
issue . during this campaign . College Democrats President
[tMt WESH] thought UCF Lindsey ~llerbach both said .
would be a good fit," Morton they will distril;mte their aUot- said,. ..
. ted tickets to club members
: "UCF is .happy. to have it who. have participated the
- here because it · brings .good . most in each organization's attention to the universify," · · se:r.Vice projects.
said Linda Gray; .director of'
Those projects have
l}niversity relations. "[We're] included phone banking, candelighted to get thi;tt kind of vassing or precinct · walking ·
attention."
and organizing social,events .
. · ···~
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Offering:
Mon-Thurs

Hi~h
F.m.·:1 ay
f' Sp·ccd lncern<,"t
·
CO Burning
MS Office XP

•

Games

Cumput1tr Repair

7am-t)pm

·· 7am-L Lpm
·

Sarurday

I I am- I I pm .

· Z BALL

Ballistics

POQ Racer

Phoro Prlmi11g
Scanning

.-

•

Serious Sam
Star Wars

•

Golf

Half Life

· Faxing

•

and·m.l>re ....

Digital Phottigraphy

•

•
MoNtHL~

Orlcindo. FL _).Z~n 7
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Get.,Free ·Stuff!

•

Men

Oc-lober 15 & 29 .
November 12 & 26

•
•

Where

•

S-luden-l-Union
Noori - 2pm

•

W1_y

Jus-l Recause .
l
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GRAD.U ATION
CELEBRATION
.

-

.
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'

· Located along the UCF ~ookstore br_eezeway.
-Cap and Gown Pre-Orders .
-Announce·me-n t Orders .
-Class Rings
-Enter to win a free
Cap and Gown
-Graduate Studies

-Senior Picture by
Bob Knight Photo
.-GRE, LSAT, GMAT
. . Testing Information ·
-Hotels.and Restaurants
-Free stuff!

,.

*Cap, Gown, and Announcement orders will be tahen
Octobe"r 14-19 in the UCF Boohstore .

All these participants and moret
. ., . . test Prep '

•

.

.October 16, 2002.
1 Q:OOa.m~-4:00p.m. ·

•
•

.

'

. CLINIQUE .

11RT(l1RVED

~~ -.
P H 0

T 0

Bookstore
4000 Central Flo:£; Boulevard. Orlando, FL 32S16
M:onday-1'hursday 8a.m.- .m., F.riday Sa.m.-sp.m., Saturday ioa.m.-2p.m.
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Playing the
dating game·
'Elimidate' comes
to town seeking
courting candidates
BECKA KULCHAK
STAFF WRITER

Senior Ramona Thomas
has a boyfriend, but that didn't
stop her from trying to date four
guys at once. Thomas wants to
. serve as the object of desire for
four available guys who would
shower her with compliments
and .wine and dine her at the.
.trendiest clubs and bars in downtown Orlando.
While the boys will be working to impress, Thomas will eliminate1 or rather elimidate, her
dates, until she's left with one.
The last man standing becomes
the winner of the dating television show "Elimidate" and his
prize is an evening alone with
Thomas, or so she hopes.
While Thomas hasn't made
the cut for the dating television
show, she is thrilled that
"Elimidate" has finally come to
Orlando and wants nothing more
than to be an elimidator.
· "I'm not looking for love, just
a good time," she said.
Thomas says if she makes
· the show she knows her limits and the thin line between right
and wrong that she'll have to
tread.
."If I got on the show, I

wouldn't make out with anyone,"
she said. "I'd be the demure girl.
You don't have to strip or get all
freaky-deaky with the guys for
the show to have good ratings.
, "Besides, the guys are usu, ~y ugly and not worth doing
anything I'd regret later," she
said.
Thomas's boyfriend may be
relieved that his girlfriend will
remain faithful if she becomes a
contestant ·on the dating show,

but like Thomas, senior Beth
Barton said the show for most
people isn't about finding love or
hooking up. It's simply about .
winning a game.
"Sure I have a boyfriend, but
it would totally be OK for me to
go on the show," she. said. "I
know [my boyfriend] would do
the same thing if he were in my
position. I'd be making him
.proud. It would,be like taking one ·
for the team."
Even ·though Barton is happily involved with a boyfri~nd too,
the hard-core "Elimidat.e'.' fan,
who has compiled hours ·of the
dating show . on tapes, is only
there to practice her flirting techniques and. beat three other
womentowinthedatingshow.
Barton is confident she can
win based on the tactics she has
learned from watching past
episodes of the dating show.
"If you are going to be on the
show, you have to know the tao.tics [the other contestants] are
going to use," she said. "I know I
wouldn't have to make out with a
guy to win. I would win based on
tactics alone." ·
The thought of bemg on the
show surrounded by four attractive ladies at once is enough of a
thrill for senior Eli Lilly, even
though he admits he probably
won't find a serious girlfriend.
-''You get to have a lot of ·
chicks just.chilling and following
your everywhim," Lilly said. "But
from what I've.watched, people
don't fall in love on this show."
"It has definitely gotten to
where all the guys on the show
think that they can get the chicks
naked - they're just looking for
a booty call at the end of the
night. I think I'd have a lot more
couth than the other guys," Lilly
said.
·"Elimidate" airs at 5 p.m.
and 5:30 p.m. weekdays on the
WB network and at 2 p.m. and 2
a.m. . weekdays on WKCF
Channel 18.

Central
Florida

WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU

ANNOUNCING ·NEW CLASSES ·& LOCATIONS .FOR
, . GRE, GMAT AND LSAT TEST PREPARATION

GRE Test Preparation Course.
8-week Test Review Course - $350
. 6 p.m. to 9 p.m .
UCF Research Pavilion: October 17 - December 12·

8 a.m.-noon
UCF Research Pavilion: November 2 - November 23

GMAT Test Preparation Course 8-week Test Review Course·- $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: October 16 - December 11

4- week Test Review Course - $250
8 a.m:- noon '
UCF Research Pavilion: Nov·ember 2 - November 23

LSAT Test Preparation Co~rse (Newl)
4-week Test Review Course - $299
.
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
.
UCF Research Pavilion: Nov 12 - Dec 3 -

To register, visit our website at www.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for addition~! information_.

:·· · · · FUELING FITNESS
-TUESDAYS 7-S:OOPM
I. GETTING TO KN.O W YOUR
WORKOU.T

111

Rec. & Wellness Center

instructor:
Lori Shofran, Registered Dietitian
MARIN OLSON I CFF

Freshmen Stephanie Estevez and Elinor Benhoin keep each other company during
Wednesday's "Elimidate" cast.ing call at Tabu,Night.club.

•

4- week Test Review Course - $250

-··

/
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Latest conduit for illegal guns is 'iron
pipeline' from Southern college campuses
.
PATRICE .
O,SHAUGHNESSY
NEW YOR-K

·-•
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•

•
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•

•
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News• 7

DAILY·NEWS

NEW YORK
Richard
Rasheen
Waldburg
left
Jamaica, Queens, to study
business at Georgia Southern
University and quickly learned
a lucrative, illegal lesson in
mark~tmg: The ready-supply of
cheap guns down ·south filled
the demand for _weapons on his
hometown Ne-w York streets.
He, was part of a group of
three
students . at
tlie
Statesboro, Ga.-based university who brought-at least 45 guns
to New .York, ·authorities say,
and a member of a growing fraternity of college gunrunners.
Men and 1 ·women who
escaped the city's bullet-ridden
·-neighborhoods to ·attend college in the Deep South have
brought hundreds of ch~ap
firearms back to New York for
sale to thugs who have used
them in burglaries, an attempted home invasion robbery and
other crimes.
In less · than twa years,
authorities say, some 800 guns
were transported to the city by
students with no prior criminal
records who bought the
weapons in Georgia, Alabama,
Texas and ()ther states.
The alarming trend was ·
uncovered in the lasf six
months.
One _ ·-.student
-from
Oakwood College in Hilntsville,
Ala., took orders for 9-mm. and
.380 semiautomatics for Bron:X ,
gun · peddlets. , Another
Oakwood student drove a car
With a trunk load of guns
around
East
Flatbush,
Brooklyn, looking for customers.
Another case · involves 39
guns trafficked by a student
from Brooklyn who attends
Clark Atlanta University in
Atlanta. Agents tailed the man
from a pawnshop where he
bought 16 guns, to the campus,
where he left the weapons in
his car while he rushed to take
an ex~m before heading north.
Agents seized the guns.·
"These types of cases may
have been going on in the past,
but not to the extent that we
have uncovered recently," said
Edgar Domenech, special
. agent in charge of the New
York office of the Bureau of
Alcohol,
Tobacco
and
Firearms.
"The patterns we've seen
developing, where New York
City residents enrolled in colleges and universities across
America ar.e buying guns and
bringing them back to New
York, ip.ust be addressed and
stopped right now."
So far, 40 of the weapons ·
have turned up in crimes here.
Most had their serial numbers
scratched off, but new technology retrieved the digits, arrd
the guns could be traced.
· Retired NYPD ballistics
detective Antonio Colon -now
works for the bureau, restoring
s_cratched-of{ digits on glins
used in crimes. Of the 621
defaced guns recovered 'i n the
city so far this year, Colon has
been able to raise 41.6 complete
numbers and 171 partial num-

. Adventist school in the bucolic
bers.
. loans:
Authorities .believe they will
The task force has
cases Tennessee Valley.
link scores more of the defaced · pending; and several investiga"I needed book money," was
guns recovered from the city's - tioiis in early stages involving Gage's excuse, according to
crime scenes to students on leafy New York and New Jersey stu- NYPD Sgt. Charles Giglio of the
Southern campuses.
dents ·who attend ·southern and -task force. .
The transplanted New Midwestern colleges. The tally of
At_one point, Gage allegedly
Yorkers quickly saw how prof- -guns they brought' to the metro- drove around East Flatbush with
itable it could be, spending $100 . politan area since_ early 2001 a car-trunk full of firearms, openly soliciting customers, agents
on a gun that could fetch $600 could top 1,000, agents said.
here.
The probes began in March, sajd.
-. When confronted by investi-·
, "I tbink the real rub is guys when . a United Parcel Service
from the hood, the first couple of worker in Huntsville 'discovered gators last spring, Gage and
tirp.es they buy one, two or three seveIJ. defaced guns in a package Cassimy "were wmried if they'd
guns, then realiz~ how easy it is, addressed to a home ,in be able to graduate," said
and tp.ey get a business going;" Canarsie, Brooklyn.
De5ective Peter Shanhai.
·s aid supervisory agent Billy
- The serial nmp.bers were
<;age, Cassimy and a third
Fredericks of the Joint Firearms raised,~ and the firearms were . student were indicted in August
Task Force run by the BureaQ. of traced back to Sean Gage, 27, in Alabama on federal trafficking
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms originally from Canarsie,. and charges for purchasing 71
and the NYPD.
David · Cassimy, 22, of ·Valley firearms and bringing them to
·
The_students told investiga- Stream; L.I.
three Brooklyn men who resold
They - were
attending them on the streets. So far ·five
·tors they hought guns with
money from tuition or student Oak.Wood College, a Seventh Day have turned up on suspects

six

arrested throughout the city.
There was a second set of
gunrunners at Oakwood. A
Bronx man known as 'J"ohll Doe"
in ·court papers because he has
not been charged yet, allegedly
bought 79 guns and_removed the
-serial _:numbers-with an engraving tool.
His alleged accomplice;
Kenneth Benson; 23, an Alabama
. mai\ pµrchased 55 guns. Of the
134 t}lat ended up here, 17 havebeen ecovered so far.
'J"ohn Doe': allegedly bought
guns for two · New York men,
Brian Williams and ' Dwayne
Fryfield, who were arrested on
Sept. 9 and charged with
firearms dealing. .One of the guns was used by
a gang plotting a home invasion
PLEASE SEE

Georgia ON 8

Catch the Tour!

. \.

A Fall free-for-all for UCF students

Keep an eye out for the Rags to Riches Tour
on campus ~nd all around Orlando, Oct. 15th - 19th
•
Che_ck out activities, contests, music,
FREE refreshments and giveaways!
•
Enter the Rags to Riches Sweepstakes!
Find out-about the latest, coolest products
and Special Coli_
ege Offers ftom Sprint!

..

,•

El Cerro, 12201 University Blvd.
Tue Oct. 15th, 12-2 pm
Blanf?hard YMCA, 10501 J. Blanchard Trail
Tue Oct. 15th, 5-7 pm
Chick-fit-A, 633' N. Alafaya Tri
Thur Oct 1lth, 12-2 pm
Riverwind Apts., 100 Riverwind Way, Oviedo, FL'
Friday, Oct. 18th, 3 - 6 pm

~ - Sprint
"RAGSTO RICHES SWEEPSTAKES"OFFICIAL RULES
,.
1. HOW TO ENTER: NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. The Rags to Riches Sweepstakes (the 'Sweepstakes•) begins at 12:()1 a.m. on Sept 6, 2002.and ends 11:59 p.m. on December 13, 2002. To enter visit The Rags to Riches web site at
www.sprintcollege.com (the "Sweepstakes Site1 and complete the on-line Official Entry FOnnpr hand printyourname, address, and daytime telephone number on a 3' x 5'. card and send your entryvia U.S. Mail to: The Rags to Riches Sweepstakes, 455 North Cityfront
Plaza Drive, Chicago, IL60611 (the 'Sweepstakes Address1 Limit one entry per person regardless of means of entry. Online entries must be received by 11 :59 PM Central lime on December 13, 2002. Online entranls may be asked to answer several optional questions,
however. whether these questions are answered or not will not impact eligibility for the Sweepstakes. Mail in entries must be postmarked by December 13, 2002 and received by December 19, 2002to be eligible. For additional copies of the rules, please send a sett·
addressed stamped envelope to: Official Rules at the Sweepstakes Address. Requests must be received liy May 31, 2003. Official Rules will also be posted atthe Sweepstakes Site during the-Sweepstakes. The Sweepstakes is sponsored by Sprint Corporation
('Sponsor). The Sponsor assumes no responsibility for eny 1o5Cla\e, misdirected, illegible, stolen, postage due, or mutilated entries, or for any computer, software, online, telephonic or technological malfunctions. If for any reason the Sweepstakes is not capable of
being conducted as contemplallld In the Official Rules, including if due to computer virus, bugs, tampering or technical failures which compromise the administration or integrity of the Sweepstakes, Sponsor. in its sole discretion, reserves the right to tenninate or modify
the Sweepstakes. In the event of any dispute regarding entries received from multiple users having the same name and email account the online entry will be declared to have been made by the ·Assigned Account Holder,• t11atis, the individual person who is assigned
the email address corresponding Ill the winning entry. All entries become the property of the Sponsor and none will be re11Jmed. Sponsor end sweepstakes judges reserve the rightlll,disquelify any entrant that tampers or attempts to tamper with the entry procedure or
. the Sweepstakes Site or violates these Officiel Rules.
· , ·
2. PRIZES: ONE Ill GR,4ND PRIZE WINNER !the Winner) will receive the folloMng: Rags to Riches Grand Prize (the 'Grand Prize") for himsett or herse~end three friends he or she design~tes ('Guests1 all of whom must.travel together and who ere oveqhe age of
eighteen and who agree IQ be bound by these Official Rules and who sign the Release (defined b~oVJ} contemplated in these Official Rules as a condition to receipt of and/or penicipation inthe Prize: On June 7, 2003, coach class flight to Denver, Colorado from the major
airport neerestwinne(s address as stated in the entryfonn (the "Home Airport') for winner and Guests; ground tn!nsportation from the Denv)!r eirportto Estes Park. Colorado, campfire dinner and camping accommodations, and ten dollars ($10) spending money; On
June 8, 2003, day trip Ill Rocky Mountain National Park. including horseback riding and mountain biking ff desired, catered picnic lunch, dinner at a fast food restaurant cabin accommodations, ground transportation to Walden, CO and twenty dollars IS20lin spending
money; On June 9, 2003, white water rafting on N.orth Platte River ff desired, grouncftransportation to Denver, dinner ata Mexican restaurant in the LoDo area of Denver, CO, (double occupancy] accommodations eta budget hotel and thirty dollars ($30) in spending
· money; On June 10, 2003, shopping time in the LoDo and downtowr(area of Denver, CO, attend a Colorado Rockies baseball game, dinner at the Club Room_atthe baseball game, (double occupancy] accommodations at amoderalll hotel and fifty donars ($SO) in spending
money; On June 11, 2003, economy classflightfrom Denver to Los Angeles, conoertat e Los Angeles venue, dinner atthe concert, (double occupancy] accommodations at a moderate hotel and sixty dollars !Sill) in spending money; On June 12. 2003, time at Manhattan
Beach, sulf lessons and jet skiing ff desired, transportation to Catalina Island, CA, dinner at moderate restaurant, [double occupancy] accommodations ate moderate hotel, and seventy dollars 1$70) in siiending money; On June 13, 2003, snorkeling ff desired,
transporteti6n Ill Beverly Hills, CA, dinner at moderate restaurant. [double occupancy] accommodations at an upscale hotel, and ninety dollars ($00) in spending money; On June 14,2003, shopping time on Rodeo DriVe, Los Angeles citytllur, movie studio tour, dinner at a
upscale gourmet restaurant, (double occupancy] accommodations afa upscale hntal, and one hundred fifty ($1511) spending IJloney. On June 15, coech class air transportation from lflS Angeles to the Home Airport Approximate retail value of the Grand Prize is Fourteen
Thousand Two Hundred Sixty dollars ($14,260). Winner and Guests musttravel on the same itinerary and atthe same time. No transfer or substitution of prizes permittsd except with the pennission of the Sponsor or where required by law. If the Grand Prize, or any
ponion of such prize, becomes unavaHable, the Sponsor may award a substi!J4e prize ofequal or greater value. Odds of winning the Grand Prize depend upon the number of etigible entries received. Taxes on the Grand Prize are the sole responsibility of the Grand Prize
Winner and Guests, as the case may be.
3. EUGIBlurt The Sweepstakes is open to legal residents the fifty United Statss and the District of Columbia who ere eighteen 118) years of age or older at the time of entry. Sponsor, its affiliates, subsidiaries, advenising and promotional agencies and the immediate
family members of each are not efigible. Entry in the Sweepstakes constitutes an entrant's agreement to be bound byihese Official Rules. Entrants agree to be bound bythe decisions of the Sweepstakes judges and such decisions shall be final.
4. WINNER SELECTION AND NOTIFICATIO_N: A tentative Grand Prize winner will b.e selecte~ in a random drawing to be held on or about December 20, 2002 and conducted by an independent judging organ~ationwhose decisions are final. The tentative Grand Priz~
winner will be notified via U.S. Mail and/ortelephone and/or e-rpail on or •l!outihe w~ek of December 20, 2002. The tentative Grand Prize Winner, at his pr her sole discretion, may~isclaim a prize he or she has won by not claiming such prize and in such case an
alternate tsntative Grand Prize Winner will be selected. Wrthin fourteen (14) days of attempted notification of Mnning, the tentative Grand Prize Winner will be required to execute an Affidavit of Eligibility and Liability and Publicity Release (the 11elease1, select his or her
Guests and have them execute the Release and renirn such documents to stated in the notification. Upon return of the completed and executed documents, the tentative Grand Prize Winner will be deemed the Grand Prize Winner By entering this Sweepstakes and by
accepting a prize, the entrant, Grand Prize Winner aijd Guests each agree that Sponsor, the independent judging organization, and their respective parents, affiliates, subsidiaries, and the officers, directors, agents and.employees of any of the above entities are not
liable for injury, loss, death, or damage of any kind due to or associated with acceptance, possession, usa or misuse of the Grand Prize or any portion thereof and/or panicipation in the Sweepstakes and agrees to release and hold harmless the Sweepstakes Panies
irom any and all losses. damages, rights, claims and actions of any kind in connection with the acceptance, po5session, use or misuse of the Grand Prize or any ponion thereof and/or participation in this Sweepstakes. Except where prohibited by law, Grand Prize
Winner and Guests furthergranttothe'Sponsorthe right to use such prize Grand Prize Wione(s name, photngraph, voice, likeness and city of residence for purposes of advertising or.promoting and publicizing the effurts and activities of the Sponsor without further
consideration and to release his or her nameto persons requesting the names of the winners otthe Sweepstakes. Non-compliance or the rel!Jrn of any prize notification as.undeliverable mey result in disqualification and selection of an alternate winner.
5. UST OF WINNERS: For tile name of the Grand Prize ,,;nner, available after January 1, 2003 and before Seplllmbar 1, 2003, send a self-addressed stamped envelope (except where not required by Stalll law) to: Sweepstakes Winne(s List at th a Sweepstakes Address.
6. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. The Sweepstakes, including the interpliitation of these rules, is governed bythe laws of the ~nited States and is subjectto all app6cable federa\ state and local laws and is VOID WHERE PROHIBITED.
PEPSI, PEPSI-COLA and the Pepsi Globe design are registered trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc.
The Pizza Hut name, logos ~nd related mark~ are trademarks of Pizza Hut, Inc. and are used with permission.© 2002 Pizza Hut, Inc.
Copyright© Sprint 2002. All rights reserved. Sprint and the diamond logo design are registered trademarks of Sprint Communications Company LP. Official Sweepstakes rules will be available at the event or can be obtained by writing
_ to 4~5 N Ci!Yfront Plaza Drive, Chicago, IL 60611. Performances subject to change. The names of other compa~ies and products mentioned hereiri may be the tradem,aiks of their respective owners.
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Georgia's lax gun.laws ~main cause
get a-lot of money."
which Edwards drove to his old hers has been a crucial step in
The Oakwood defendants neighborhood.
our investigations."
robbery in Coney Island in May, bought all the guns from licensed
· Eight of the guns have been
The ATF plans a campaign
another in a suicide in Long federal firearms dealer James recovered so far in Brooklyn. in conjunction with the federal
Island City in June, and one Longshore, who sold them out of · Special Agent Howard Stern said Department of Education, using
was used by a bµrglar on the · a 5-by-5-foot shed in the rear of one, a Bryco 9-min., made a the slogan "Don't Lie for the
upper East side in October.
his home in Hazel Green, Ala. He remarkably quick time-to-crime Other Guy" to discourage colleThe Oakwood groups advertised his business· in the trip. It was bought in Houston on giate gunrunning.
"knew each other but worked Oakwood school paper, said July 1, and wound up in ·the
But the trend shows no
separately," · said bureau ·. Shanhai.
hands of a 15-year-old youth in signs of abating as long as some
Cameron ·
"It's realli problematic," Canarsie, BrooklYJ}, on July 7.
Special
Agent
states have lax gun laws.
CQnklin.
said Fredericks. "I think we'll
The youth told cops he had
Georgia, which . does not
He said '<lohn Doe" is ,still get more cases out of bought it from another teen, who restrict the number of firearms
in school, but Benson graduat- ·Huntsville."
had purchased it July 4, alleged- in a single purchase, has been_
ed in the spring with an
Meanwhile, other defaced ly from Edwards in an apartment dubbed "the iron pipeline"
accounting degree. When · guns were turning up here, and where 20 shiny new: guns -with because so many guns flow from
Conklin went to arrest Benson when the serial numbers were serial numbers removed - were there.
in May, there were balloons traced, they pointed to more col- . displayed in factory boxes.
Atlanta bureau Supervisory
with messages of congratula- . lege students.
Edwards and the other three . Agent David Fields said it's been
tions, and graduation gifts in
Hubert Edwards, 25, of Texas Southern University stu- a perennial problem: Students in
· his apartment.
Brownsville, Brooklyn, a student dents were indicted Sept. 19 by a Georgia fueling the black market
"'.I'hey're .not hardened at Texas Southern University in Brooklyn federal grand jury.
of weapons in their hometowns.
street thugs doing this," said Housto~. allegedly enlisted three
"Students must be made
"But if you're from a market
. · Conklin. "MQst are young, fellow students who lived in the aware of the consequences of area like New York, the tempta. clean-cut, decent kids. They're area to ~ct as straw purchasers. buyirig g:i.ms for someone else," ti on is greater," ·Fields said. ~
taking student loans, gambling
The three, Tyrone Osby,· Domenech said. "They don't "We're seeing more of them more
that if they buy ·guns cheap Kylan Savage and Reginald think ·they'll get caught, but frequently now." ·
.
they can flip them quickly to Joiner, bought at least 53 guns, restoring defaced serial num- ~
Georgia Southern student
FROM PAGE

7

GOT ·

Waldburg, 24, had lived in the
Peach State .for rriore than 90
days, had no crimiil~l-record and
a Georgia identification card.
He quickly passed background checks at the local pawnshop. He bought one gun in
January, then went back and
bought njne more in February,
accorpmg to Fields. Two of his
co-students who live-in Georgia
allegedly bought 35 firearms.
Waldburg's January purchase, a HiPoint 9-mm. pistol,
was recovered June 15 in
Broolc.lyn, agents said. ·
Waldburg didn't foresee that .
a defaced gun could be traced
right back to him. He· pleaded
guilty · in June in Atlanta to
firearms traffic~iQ.g. He was
expelled and is awaiting sentencing, Fields said.
"In their minds these stµdents are just doing it for the
money, they don't t~ about
the
consequences,"
said
Shallhai.

-Interested in becoming part of an ex~iting
industry a_nd ·getting the chance t~ wor~
with other innovative, problem· solving
geniuses? .

SOMETHING

TO-SELL? .

If you're--ready for an adventurous career,
the pest management industry is currently
looking for additional problem solvers.
.....

•

#

"·

Come join us on Friday, October 18 at the first-ever Pest
Management ·Job _
Fair at the Gaylord ~alms Resort and Convention Center in Orlando. The event'is free of charge and
students attending and participating will be reimbursed up
to $50 for ~xpenses they incur to· attend the event _and
automatically _be entered into a drawing for four $500 prizes,_
which will be awarded at the event. Just show up tomorrow
and register on-site. Directions to the Gaylord can be found
·at www.gaylordpalms.com/meetings.

Don't know much about the pest mana~enient ..
lndustry? In short, it is a fast-paced -and rewarding
i_ndustry and one that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
says is "expected to grow faster than the national average
for all occupations through 2010."
Companies exhibiting at the Job Fair include:

Local, regional & national pest management" & lawn care businesses .
• Manufacturers & distributors of pest management products
11!1

Exhibitors will be looking to fill positions such as:
SALES AND MARKETING PROFESSIONALS *- MANAG~RS
TECHNICAL DIRECTORS
RESEARCHERS
PROFESSIONAL ENTOMOLOGISTS ·
.
WILDLIFE MANAGERS
SERVICE TECHNICIANS
ADMINISTRATIV~ PERSONNEL

*

*

We look forward -to seeing you tomorrow!!!

447~4555
-

4

...

-

•

'

For a ,list of compani~s exhibiting and ma:re informa.tion about the Job Fair, go to www.pestworld.org.

lllllRlll
(407)
•

*

Exhibitors will be particularly excited to meet with students with strong science or business backgrounds qr
_, effective .interpersonal and communications skills.

FUTURE

-

*

· ./
The Pest Management Industry - An Industry of: ProlJlej.n ~(Ivers ,
~%'£11·?&s11tAc~·fk,il&%£~ru.~~-;~!!ill}!z~~~· ~.~"~ (tional Pr~ble.~ ,~~. l¥~~S}f':~ .·; ~P~.'!¥~ ·r!;/~~~·d_~ ~.f·}:,.. :,~_,¢:f%J.~~~. "
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tiliued Monday when a Bowie,
Md.,
middle school student
agamst war.m Iraq
was gunned down. The Bowie
BERKELEY, Calif. University · of California- incident was 16 miles away
Berkeley students kicked off from campus in the same
the campus's first anti-war county. University authorities
protest of the school year have improved security since,
Wednesday and promised with uniformed officers staall campus
many more as the United tioned at
States moves closer to invad.- entrances.
"I feel pretty safe on caming Iraq.
pus.
To me, Maryland is sort ~
"We would like to stop the
of
in
a security bubble," said
war before it happens," said
junior Michael Smith, a mem- senior Tiffany Harris.
Some students don't
be;r of the Berkeley Stop the
understand
the geography
War Coalition, who passed out
around
the
campus
and do not
leaflets to classmates streaming by him. ''And if we can't do realize how close the universithat, we would like to end it as ty is in reference to some of
· the shootings.
quickly as possible."
Benjamin Tasker Middle
Roughly 200 students
gathered holding several School in Bowie, the site of
signs that read "Say No to one of the most recent shootWar!" Organizers had hoped ing, is, with the College Park
campus, in Prince George's·
for more people.·
9bservers predict the stu- ,county. the campus is also
dent protesters' numbers will , about 10 miles from where
grow beyond what the nation James D. Martin was shot at
saw earlier this year when it the Shoppers Food Warehouse
bombed Afghanistan. In that · in Wheaton, Md., and 6.3 miles
case, the United States from where Pascal Charlot
responded militarily as the was shot standing on the corvictim of a terroriit attack ner of Georgia ·Avenue and
said UC-Berkeley Prof. Joh~ Kalmia Street in northwest
Searle. In this case, the Washington.
"We are an attractive tarUnited States would be the
aggressor, :rp.uch like in get. Looking at the- victims
that have been shot, a college
Vietnam.
"If we go to war in Iraq, student or a police officer are
there will be much more probably high on a list of targets," said University Police
protest," Searle said.
Maj.
Paul Dillon.
' · The Bay Area's hard-core
Maryland's
counseling
activists · are already in full
tilt. Thousands gathered in center said no student has
San Francisco's Union Square come in with serious concerns
·
last Sunday for an anti-war about the shootings.
"The
shootings
have
crerally. Wednesday, Diaz encouraged stude:r;i.ts to attend ated a level of anxiety, espeanother· in the city Thursday cially being out in the _open on
organized by numerous anti- campus., and the fact that one
war coalitions. Plans call for happened in Prince Georges
an all-night ~andlelight vigil County makes it even worse,"
junior
Rasheedah
and then non-violent civil dis- said
Ahmed.
obedience to· shut down the
A statement on the-uniFederal Building at the Civic
Web site said offiversity's
· Center on Friday morning.
cials
feel
the campus is safe
Freshman Naveed Ahmad
and
all
students
should "exerwatched the Sproul Plaza
protest from a slight distance. cise due caution ai:id be aware
With all his homework and of their surroundings at all
activities and time spent get- · times."
Maryland's
campus
ting.used to college, he.hadn't
paid much attention to the would not be a good choice for
news recently. He picked up a gunman be.cause all escape.
the paper and was shocked to routes are being watched,
see how close the nation is to police said.
"The positions they could
war. He thinks a lot of stuup are endless, and any
take
dents are like· hi.in, just wakroute-covered will disescape
~ing up to the situation.
courage. someone who did
make it onto campus," he
Shootings intrude on
said.
University of Maryland
Police are expected to ·
COLLEGE PARK, Md. stay
on alert and all activities
A campus is an insular place,
will go on as planned unless
but not even the columns and
· brick of the University of individual organizers decide
Maryland's buildings could to cancel them, Dillon said.
Security
measures
keep out th.e feeling of insecurity brought by the serial already in place include a
shootings that shocked the walking escort service, doorto-door shuttle service and
region in the past six days.
Eight people have died security cameras located in
and two others have been high-traffic areas on campus.
seriously rnjured in gunshot
attacks that began last
- COMPILED FROM WIRE REPORTS BY
STAFF WR1TER ADAM SHIVER
Wednesday evening and con· uc-~erkeley ~tudents

rally
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· STATEw10E ·COLLEGIATE .· Sw1MsU1T

C~LENDAR

FOR FLORIDA 's FINEST Sw1Msu1T CALENDAR.

FLORIDA'S ONLY STATEWIDE COLLEGJAT£
SWIMSUIT CALENDAR: ~.

/

e·r ing a bathing suit ~nder your clothe~/
and a 25 dollar application fee that .
includes a copy of th·e 2003 calendar,
a ~lorida's Finest T·Shirt and passes
to our official after party.
For more info call (352) 271-7800 or visit
the web at www.floridasfinest.biz

-www.floridasflnest.biz ·

..

-

- - · --+

People with doctoral degre·e s earn an average of $2.2 million more than those
with only bachelor's degrees

Apply now for Spring admission
De~ember graduati~n is almos~ here. Now is the time

to consider a graduate education from UCF. Spring
admission deadlines are right around the corner.*
Don't miss your chance to expand your knowledge
and your waltet.

Major Advantage
www.graduate.ud.edu
graduate@mail.ucf.edu

•

~ ASK FOR ZELDA _
No waiting to get hair done!
By appointme~t only!
•

/

Relaxers • Mens Cuts • Co.t or
Wraps/Sets • Highligl:tts • Press-N-Curl
Eyebrow Waxing • Short Cuts • Cu.rls

Sassy Hair Styles
Beside Boardwalk Bowl
Aloma Shopping Center

230 Millican Hall

I

407.823.2766

Opini2n~
OUR STJ\NCE:
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Killing lis softly:
Stat~'s

views on de~th penalty
.,.

T

ing 24 of them were in Florida.
-The death penalty is inhumane. Killing
people is wrong, no matter who does it. As ·
evidence continues tQ surface proving that
people have been W:rongly convicted, particularly in Florida, the time has come for the
state to stop executing people, at least until it
can establish clearer guidelines for execution . ._ '
In addition, the death penalty stirs up
hatred in the victims' families. Normally ..
good people become vengeful and vitriolic as
the execution approaches.
.
· "I think she should have suffered a little
bit more," said the daughter of <;me of .
Wuornos's victims. "Use the electric chafr.
Let her legs· kick and smoke come out of her
ears."
Convicted killers deserve harsh punishment, but killing them only propagates
hatred.
Keep -murderers imprisoned for life, take
away the amenities that prisoners enjoy, .and
put them to work. There.is a better way to
deal with violent criminals than killing them.
Florida should stop the.hatred, and
ensure that n_o more innocent or mentally ill
prisoners die at the hands of the state. A
moratorium on the death penalty is the only
proper. response.

he death penalty is a major issue in .
the Florida governor's race. Although
both candidates support capital punishment, Democrat Bill McBride supports a moratorium on the death penalty,
while Republican Jeb Bush continues to sign
death warrants.
A recent U.S. Supreme Court decision,
Atkins .v. Virginia, outlawed executing mental-:
ly ill murderers. Yet last week; Florida executed a -woman, Aileen Wuornos, who
appeared to be 'insane. '
Wuornos killed six meµ in the early
1990s. A panel of psychiatrists appointed by
Bush judged Wuornos to be legally sane. Yet ·
independent mental health 'experts ·disagreed.
Her last words suggest that she was not sane.
'~Yes, I'd like to say I'm sailing With the
rock," said Wuornos, minutes .before she died.
''A.Ild,I'll be back, like 'Independence Day,'
with Jesus, June 6th, like in the movie. Big
mothership and an: I'll be back."
Bush should not condemn people to
death so hastily. In light of_the Supreme
-Court's decision, and with the ongoing revelations of new evidence that has exonerated
many people on ·death row, Florida should
impos~ a moratorium on the death penalty.More than 100 inmates h~ve been removed
from death row in the U.S., and an astonish-

.I

OUR STANCE:

.-T.
.

Raise the bar for
student leaders

Women's rights thrive under Bush
In your last editorial "Women's rights Bushwacked" published Oct. 7. you offer a study conducted by the ~ational Abortion and
Repro9uction Rights Action League as evidence.
that women's rights suffer under Gov. Jeb Bush's
policies..
. Citing a radical pro-abortion group, whose
sole definition of how successful women are is how
many abo~ions awomen can get the goveuiment
to pay for. is hardly evidence of how well women
are_prospering under Bush's administration.
By all measures, Florida is one of only a
handfu I of states that have experienced job
~growth in the last year, while the vast majority of
states suffered job losses. Thanks to the governor's
leadership on tax relief. the tax cu~ he signed into
law in Florida over the last few years have spurred
new job growth and small business creation.
·Most new small business owners and entrepren~urs in the state of Florida are women.
The majority of students admitted to a
Florida public or private university are women. A
greater majority of· graduates emerging from
Florida's schools with a bachelor's degree. master's
·degrees or doctoral degrees are female.
If ther~ is an education gap these days. it is
among young men who are fall~ng behind. _·

ies rather than leadership. A 2.5 GPA is a
he Golden Rule Review Committee
solid C average; most students should be able
wants to raise th~ minimum GPA for
to attain it.
student leaders from 2.3 to 2.5. The
Although the proposed increase in GPA
committee should make the increase
and permanently keep it at 2.5.
should not affect too many students, UCF
should give student leaders some warning and
The GPA requirement applies to students
who run student organizations and to_students slowly make the change. Give student leaders
who participate in student gove nment.
a serp.est~ or two to raise their GPAs. If they
Although student leaders ha e very hectic cannot make the grades, they should not lead
othe:ra.
·
schedules and bear a lot of responsibility, that
UCF should not raise the GPA any higher
,
does no~ give them an excuse to neglect their
than 2.5. Raising the mihimum GPA above 2.5
studies. A student's GPA is not indicative of
would disqualify too many students. UCF
his or her leadership ability, but student leadshould not make leadership positions unat- - .
ers must remember that they attend UCF to
tainable to average students.
get an education first and lead second.
. · The university .should implement the
Academics must remain student leaders' top
change beginning next fall; That would allow
priority.
Besides that, the current ·minimum GPA of . current student leaders on the brink to get
·their acts together and find a balance between
2.3 barely stands above the-2.0 GPA that stuacademics and leadership.
dtmts must maintain to .attend UCF . Raising
· ,UCF should hold student leaders to a
the~GPA by 0.2 points should not affect that ·
higher standard. Leaders, by definition, .
- many students, and those student leaders it
should set an example for others to follow. I{
does affect should not hold leadership posithey cannot maintain a 2.5 GPA, they should
tions anyway. If students' GPAs are that low,·
they should focu.s their attention on-'t heir stud- not lead.

You mention Gov. ·Bush appointed Raoul
Cantero Ill to be a Supreme Court justice; and cite
this as being anti-woman. Apparently you overlooked the first Bush ap~ointment to the state
supreme court. Justice Peggy-Quince. an AfricanAmericanJemale.
.
Finally, you cast. aspersion on Dr. Jerry
Regier. Bush's appointment to refonn the Dept. of
Children and Families (DC8 in Florida. Rather the
laud Regier. who almost single-handedly refonned
a simitarly suffering Oklahoma child &family welfare agency. you admonish him for his religious
· beliefs.
Rather than cite left-wing radicals for stud-_
ies or only view women's progress through the
prism of how many abortions one has had, The
Future would be better served if they actually
researched the success of women in. Florida over
the last four years.
· · Relying on-union bosses. pro-abortion radicals and anti-religious bigots for your editorials ·
do a great disservice to the reading public at this
university. You are entitled to your opinions. but
at least make sure they are informed. ·

-BRYAN STEWART

Horida wllege Republicans
PLEASE SEE

Letters oN 11

CORRECilON
The caption that accompa_nied the photo in the artide "Partnership offers valuable experience"
published Oct 10 incorrectly identified Jason Kong as Jason King. The caption should have·read, "Kong is
one of two students participating in a WNSC program designed to help Colonial High School students
build their own station."

"The important thing is not to stop questioning."
-ALBERT EINSTEIN
'
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-The meltingpot callS
the kettle blaCk
HORSE WITH NO NAME

JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

I was wrong. No, your eyes
did not deceive you. I _actually
admitted I was wrong. Read on,
because such admissions

rare.

are

A few months agD I·wrote a
point oolmrin stating that I felt that the very idea of multiculturalism was racist. I swore that
refusing to oonform to become a
part of the melting pot that our
society is was as bad as being a .
bigut.
- At that time, I believed that
the notion of mrilticulturalism
oould be defined as-something of
a buffet. The peas :µ.ever wanted
to jump in the same pot as the
oorn ~use each one wanted
nothing other.than to tout their
own policy and their·own agenda.
No single culture would ever
work for the benefit of society as
a whole on the multiculturalism
buffet line, and thus a melting pot
was.the best solution to avoid
oonflict and promote oonformity.
I though multicultliralism
was a laughable notion ·because
we were only~to accept it
into Qur society a8 ·a novelty, like
Chinese restaurants, Irish pubs
and Latin nights at danoo clubs.
Sure, we were happy to
have fresh egg rolls that we oould
buy in any local shopping renter,
or down a pint of Guinness at a
local Irish tavern and brag that
we enjoyed culture.
That's what culture is, after
·all. Imported beer, egg rolls, and

culturalism and why it is so . ·
the one night a week where we
oan danoo the meringue to some ' important that it exist.
energetic and vibrant Spanish
. I must apologize to her and
admit that she had a very valid
song. We enjoyed it beCause we
didn't have anything remotely
point because the celebration of
similar to these things in our own one's own culture or diversity is
a wonderful tliing, and multicul- ·
home.
But we would.never allow
turalism is a way for this nation
anyone of those ethnicities to
to acknowledge that.
have a final say in anything that
MulticuJ.turalism I realize
:really mattered.
.has nothing to do with a power
. I Used to think multicultural- struggie for leadership or domiism massaged the notion that all
nanoo.
'polioos and education should be
Multiculturalism oolebrates
heritage, culture, roots - somebased on oortain culture's ideals
thing minorities desperately hold
..and morals. So what would happen if our multiculturalists sudon to, but Euro-Americans have
discarded, meshing into a single
denly gained power?
identity known simply as white.
Spanish music would dominate the radio waves, the sa;me
Why shotild this nation have
way oountry music does now, or
to be a melting pbt of cultures?
Why should anyone who moves
, worse, Sp~h might even
to this nation have to assimilate
become the official language of
toAmericanideals?Assimilation
the United States.
- The Chinese would leave
· equates to racism.
The meltingpot p4iJ.osophy
their restaurants to run for governors or Congress, and promote suggests that all people·who
the same merciless morals govmove to this oountry should
ernors in their former China
'- become like me - accept my
beliefs, my feelings, my fashion
have demonstrated for decades
and my music.
by withholding human rights
from their own people.
Diversity and the differences
that make each of us individuals
So we decided that the best
way to keep America strong and
are the very things each of us
. should oolebrate. .
_
safe was to melt all our cultures
./ Diversity reoognizes the difand ethnic identities together
and create an entirely new one
ferences that make this oountry
so great and underpins the
culture born out of all 'Cultures - the great, white
notion that non-conformity is
permitted and guaranteed as one
America.
That way no culture or iden- of our inalienable rights in this
nation.
tity would stand more prevalent
Multiculturalism embraoos
th;m the other, but really-no outall cultures and allows them to
siders worild threaten the
exist without infringing on the
American way of life. And that
was just fine-with me. I didn't
f:c'eedoms of another. It also
opens the p:linds and eyes of peo. need any foreigners messing up
ple like me, who are very likely to ·
the ideals that I had grown
accustomed to. ·
ignore other cultures, to change
my mindset and erase the myth
In a oounterpoint oolumn, a
that multiculturalism exists to
former staff reporter called me
ignorant. She admitted that while bring America down.
we were good friends and always
Columnist Joey Myers can be
got along, my eyes remained
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com
closed to the truth about multi-
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Pena plans open forum for stude~ts

•

I enjoyed your editorial "Low turnout reflects poorly on Pena," published Oct..
7. However, you were mistaken on one very
important fact. The meeting I called was a
press conference, not an open forum.
·_ It was a press conference about the
-elections, which is why all the campus
media outlets were ·notified. I sp-oke about
our projects as well so that the press could

be informed about them so that I didn't
have to do separate interviews with everyone.
However, it was not the time for general students to discuss other. issues, which
would be the case at an open forum.
Your point was well taken, though,
about the open forum. When we-do have
one. we will promote it all around campus

so that students can attend.
, Our Public Relations director, Kelly
McGann, will be setting up an open forum
in the near future. Also, our director of
Student Advocacy Is setting up an open ,
forum to talk about advocacy issues.
-MARCO PENA
Student Body President

Six weeks to fight bio-terrorjsm? Try four

·•

•

After reading your article, "Students gether.. When I repeatedly find your paper an
vaccinated to fight bio-terrorism," by Adam
Rosche published _Oct. 10. Iam saddened that unreliaRle source of information, it upsets me
the writer could mess up something as simple that Icannot trust the validity of a publication
·as the length of a study, considering the news- · that is suppos·ed to be profe5sional. Do your
paper has been advertising the study for research, do it well, or don't write th_e article.
Also, I'm somewhat dis.appointed that
weeks. In the article, there are two specific
occurrences where the duration of the obser- you would publish-an article that was so negative towards the research study in the news
vation is listed as six weeks.
As a participant in this study. I am section rather than running it in the opinion
entirely positive that it is only four weeks section.
This article is much better suited for the
long. or more specifically 30 days that a per-son partaking in this study is under observa- opinion section of the paper. By only quoting
tion. If you cannot get such a simpJe detail two people, who were both relatively opposed
accurate, Isuggest you just quit writing alto- to the idea of this particular study, it further

enhances your biased opinion.
Finally, you state that two study participants Dreznitsky·and Tanner said they did not
have any .problems, but would not volunteer
to for another vaccination.
Well of course they wouldn't - the vaccine lasts 10-20·years, and by then there will
probably be a new vaccine that is even better
than this one is supposed to be, so it· is not
very likely that they will ever 5e exposed to
this vaccine again..
Try to be more accurate in your research
and your representation of news.
-AMY FLEMING

Editor's note: The Orlando Clinical Research Center maintains that the smallpox study takes six weeks, and includes.a two-week screening process
before an individual c(Jn receive the vaccination, followed by four weeks of observation. The Future stands by its report.

_
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Ashley Adams
Ashley Atkins
Mallory Brooks
Donna-Marie Cantalog
Bri Callahan
Hadley Causey
KarenChen
·
Sara Cohen
Christy Coons . .~
Shari Corser :
Jillian Cruz
-i
Laurel Diunizio L
Nichole
Candi Evett
Danielle Fahy
Kari Floyd
Brittany Fortin
Jaqui Gabel
Lauren Gold
Erin Gomersatl
Robyn Grace
Lauren Hill
Ashley Hurley

Maggie Johnson
Kristin Klein
Kristin Kludjian

Jenna Knox
Lindsay Kohler
· 'Michelle Kozak
G:hristine Lavender
Taylor Mackey
~~Puistina Massarella
~Shawna Mclaughlin,~, ,

<~

Ederer. ,

Nicole Menard
""'
Da,rielle Montrose
khtey Morales
Melissa Nunnally ,.
Jade Padial .
Melody Party•
Allyson Peluchette
Stephanie Prater
Kelly Purvin
Alexis Rabin
Cara Raimondo
Jackie Reda
Carolyn Richardson

Lo~e

in AOT

Kristin RQCha
Kari Rom
Melissa Romero
Annette Ruelf

Kimberly Rullan
Michelle Saydi
Atny Schwambach
.Krystal Senno
Sara Shake
JeMShnon
Jane Simpson
Jesse'Solomon

Lucia Saven
Kristi Strampach

Lauren Suttell
Shannon Terranova
Ann Nicole Williams
Heather Wtlliarns
Alyson WtSe
Monica Wooland
Christiane Worsham

UCF: 31 I W. Michigan: 27

Knights ·
ro·ncos

( •

}OE I<AiEITA I CFF

Emily Watts (13) had 14 kills, 13 days and four blocks in UCF's wi~ over Gardner Webb.

UCF .continues streaking
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

The Golden Knights extend.ed their winning streak to eight
matches .. with wins over
Campbell and Gardner-Webb
last weekend. UCF improved to
7-0 iii the Atlantic Sun and 13-9
overall.
The Knights n~eded the
- minim.um three games to defeat
A-Sun newcomer Gardner-Webb
on Saturday. The Knights won
the games 30-19, 3°"'21 and 3027 . .
Leyre Santaella San:te and
Emily Watts led UCF, which outhit the Running Bulldogs .440. .174. Watts hit .619with14 kills,
13 digs and four blocks, Sante
hit a career-best .650 with 16
kills.
"I am excited about the win,
· but it is all preparation for the ASun tournament," said UCF
Coach Meg Colado.
,
Tanya Jarvis added eight
kills and Amanda Stoutjesdyk
·
had seven.
The Knights lost the first
game of the Campbell .match
Friday; but ran off three straight wins to defeat ·the Camels 3-1.
Five UC):?-players recorded double-digit 'kills.
Jarvis· and Watts led the
Knights 'Yith 12 kills apiece. ·.
J~ added nine digs and three

r

aces. Jenny Frank recorded a
do:uble-double, with 46 assists
and 10 kills. Stoutjesdyk-added
11 kills and three blocks, while
Chaz Arah had eight kills with
no errors.

Bethune-Cookman still
winless against Knight~
The Golden Knights continued their-dominance ofBethuneCookman with a 3-1 (30-24", 2730, 30-16, 30-17) win Tuesday.
The Wildcats' one win was the
first t:inle they'd taken a game
from UCF.
,
· :.. Jarvis stole the . show,
recording a season-high 17 kills
and 16 digs.
·
."11; takes all of us to make it
work," Jarvis said. ''We are confident in each other."
Sante led UCF in kills with
19 and put up five service aces, with four . to finish off the last game.
· Frank just missed a tripledouble with '19 assists, 11 digs ..
and nine kills.
·

UCF takes .honie its
_.first MAC victory

Andrea I
Curry
(above}
scored a
rushing
touchdown
in the first
quarter.
Ryan
Schneider
(right) threw
for 341 yards
with three
touchdowns.

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Kalamazoo, Mich. - With 45 seconds left in the garrie Saturday, UTCF led
Western Michigan by four points, but the
Broncos were on the Golden Knights' seven-yard line.
That's when cornerback Asante _
Samuel wade the biggest play of his
career. The senior over ran Bronco qu~
terback Chad Munson's pass, but still .,
.managed to pick it off on the two-yard
line, presefv:ing a 31-27 UCF win.
"Big, big, big play. ·They·don't come
·any bigger than that. The closing seconds
of the ballgame with the game on the line

Knights return to Orlando
. The Golden Knights come
home for a pair of games. They
play South Florida on Tuesday
·and Belmont on Friday.
''We are prepared, playing
more as a team now," Sante said
· in reference to the string of wins
that UCF-has been enjoying.

PI.EASE SEE
l<RISTv. SHONKA I CFF

Samuel .o N 13

•
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Samuel ,·helps
:Knights·. to.their
first road win
FROM PAGE

12

to make an ·interception, you
hope your seniors come up big
in those situations and he did
and that's· why we won the'
football game,'~ s:µd defensive
coordinator Bill D'Ottavio.
Senior wide receiver
Jimmy Fryzel said .that this
win. brings the offense and
defense together.
''W:hen the defense was
on the field on that last drive
·there wasn't one offensive
player sitting on the bench,"
he said. "We had everybody·
_Qp, lined up, yelling at the
defense. Even had a little
chant going. I wa~ do:wn in the
corner praying."
The win gave the Knights
their · first Mid-Ameri~an
Conference win after joining
the confererrce before the
start ·of the ·season. It was
UCF's first road win since
Sept. 22, g,061 when th~,
Knights beat Tulan(;l 36-21 in
New Orleans.
WMU got. on the board·
first with a s~ven-yard louchdown reception on a nine play,
77-yard drive o~ its first possession.
"I think our kids were
feeling their ~ay out a mm~ bit
on that turf;'' said D'Ottavio.
"It was a little bit sij.ck. I didn't
think we played as crisp and
sharp as we could have com-.
ing out of the block."
The Broncos scored
.again just over a minute later
following a fumble by UCF
wide receiver Tavaris Capers.
Sam Reynolds returned it 37
yards to the UCF five-yard
line, two plays later Munson
connected with Philip Reed (or
a touchdoWn.
The Knights folind them'_ selves in an early 14-point
deficit, . but cut it to seven on
their next drive. Schneider
connected With Fryzel twice
ori the drive ·tor ~ 15 and 12
yards, the lasL catch put the
ball at WMU's seven-yard line
and a roughing the passer
penalty gave UCF the ball on

the three-yard line.
On the next play Andreal
Curry ran the ball in for a
touchdown. It was UCF's first
rush of .the game. Schneider
connected
with
Luther
Huggins and Fryzel in the second quarter: and the Knights went into the locker rogm tied
21-21. .
UCF failed to scor~ in the
third quarter for the fourth
time this season, but with
14:30 left in the .· game
Schneider and Gabriel connected on a 12-yard ·touchd9Wii score to give the Knights
their first lead of the game, 2824.
.
After giving up a 60-yard
catch on WMU' s next drive.,
the . UCF d_e fense held the
Broncos to a 32-yard field goal ,
and preserving a 28-2_7 UGF
lead. The Knights ·added a
field goal with 5:46 left in the·
game on a 15 play, 71-yard
drive that took almost seven
minutes off the clock.
The Broncos marched
doWn the field on their final
. drive and With less than a
minute to ·go and WMU on
UCF's · ·seven-yard line it
looked like UCF was going to
lose 'another ..close one on the
road. Then!sfunue( recordedhis second interception of the
game and ~ Schneider had to
do was kneel down to run out ·
the remaining 36 seconds.
"It gets hairy like that,
but we've been in enough of
those games. It's unfortunately not anything new, but we
came out on the positive side
and that's what great,"
D'Ottavio said.
·Added Fryzel: "I hate
these kinds of.games, but you
like them when they come ·out
like this."
Schneider completed 31·0f-45 passes for 341 yards,
three touchdowns and two
interceptions. Fryzel led UCF
with seven catches for 113
. yards ,and a touchdown.
Gabriel totaled 238 all-purpose yards .between rushing,
receiving ~nd returning yards.
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K:L11er.
From now -until November 9th, Reach~ .Peer Education
is offering· $-S of1 HIV Testing. By appointment onl_y~ . '

How will
you ·s core?
·Take a FREE practii;e test and find _
o ut!
Take a 3-hour practice test an.d find out how ready you are for the real thing.
Receive individual feedback on yo.ur test-taking strengths and weaknesses
·and learn strategi~s that will help you ace the real test.

Time and Date: Saturday, November 9, 2002@ 10am

Kuhlman records sixth shutout
KRISTY SijONKA
STAFF WRITER

' UCF
goalie
Jessica
Kuhlman recorded her sixth
shutout of the seasol). Friday
with a 3-0 win over Mercer. The Knights continued their dominance over Atlantic Sun teams,
remaining ·undefeated in the
copference this·season. UCF is
5-0 in A:.Sun play and 10-3 overall

The Knigtlts out-shot the
.Bears 17-4 and Kuhlman needed
just ope save to record her·16th
career _shutout and move her
into sixth all-time in career
shutouts.
Becca Eshelm8n scored the

oilly goal of the first ha1f on a leftfooted chip shot over Bear keeper Karolina Revay. Th~t goal
would be all the Knights needed,
but Amanda Sidor and Jennifer
Montgomery would add goals in
the second half.
.
Sidor scored off a deflection
on a lobbed shot to the top left
corner of the net at the 64:01
mark Montgomery scored on a ·
pass from Courtney Baines in
the 83rd minute.
·
The Knights remain in first
place in the A-Sun, while the
Bears drop to 0-7 in the conference and 0-11-2 overall.
UcF
welcomes
Jacksonville . University to
· Orlando ~t 7 ~~m. Wednesday.

-

Location: .University of Central Florida
Building &-Room Number TBA
. Spaces are limited!.Please CiJI~ us or visit us online to reserve y~ur seat!

KAPLAN

.

"-"

. 1 ·800-KAP.;TEST
kaptest.com
.

'·.

"

-

Test Prep, Admi&sions and Guidance. For life.
•rest.names

are registered trademarlls ot their respectlYe owners,
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Schneider:
Brown:
Fryzel:

31-45, 341yards,3 TD, 2 INT
10 rushes, 42 yards
7catches,113 yards, TD
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Offensiue Player of the meek

Inside the llurnhers
•

OOU6 6ABRIEL

f

continued
,_

The senior wide receiver
had 238 all-purpose
.yards·and a touchdown.
He caught seven passes
for 104 yards, ran a
reverse for 12 yards and
returned six kickoffs for
122 yards. His 12-yard
touchdown catch. in the
fourth quarter gave the
Knights a 28-24 lead.

4
·.
g

<

The number of sacks by'the
UCF defense . .

.

'

The number-of.tackles by safety
Atari Bigby in his first game back
since severely-.spraining his ankle
against Marshall.

Defensiue Player of the meek

•

ASANTE SAMUEL
The senior comerback
probably saved the win
when he picked off
Western Michigan's Chad
Munson on UCPs sevenyard line with 45 seconds
left in the game. It was
his second pick of the
. game, his first coming in
the second quarter at the
UCF 38. He also had three tackles and four pass
deflections. .

20

r .

The number of times UCF ran
the ball without starting
tailback Alex Haynes.

•

Around the locker Room
"My heart's still pounding."

•

-WIDE REctlVER JIMMY FRYlEL AFJER THE WIN

inside the numbers

3

The number of picks by the
- UCF defense.

"This was a must~win for us and by the
grace·of God it took place."
·
-UCF COACH MIKE KRUUEK

Dee Brown rushed for 44 yards Saturday against Western Michigan.

'
'

237

- The number of combined receiving
yards by seniors Jimmy Fryzel
and Doug Gabriel.

36

The number of rushing yards th~ _
defense held the Broncos to.

0

The number of times before
Saturday Western Michigan had lost
back-to-back home games under Gary
Darnell. The Broncos lost _their
previous home game to Virginia
Tech on Sept. 28;

"We shouldn't have kept them in offensively. We shouldn't have kept them in that
long." ·

-

Fryzel haS career game
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Fbr four years wide receiver Jimmy
Fryzel has been a steady presence mthe
· UCF passing game. But never before has
he had a game like he did against Western
Michigan. The senior had career-highs of
113 yards and seven rooeptions. And he
scored his first touclldown of the season
when he and Ryan·Schneider 'connected
-on a 12-yaro strike just before halftime.
Fryzel also extended bis streak of
conseeutive ~es with a cat~h. He inow
has at least one reooption in bis last 26
games. That ties him_with 'Ibdd Clevelanq
for fifth in school history.

-FRYlEL

· "When you play hard and you're physical
and you hit people-the ball pops out, the
quarterback makes errant throws, a lot of
·good thi~gs ·happen/'

on. The senior has three op. the year, which
is already a career-best. Jfe had four
~r picks coming into the season.

· Une protects Schneider well

~

Fbr the first time an ·season, UCF
started its projeeted offensive line. Taylor
Robertson returned to his right guard
spot, joining Kyle Watkins, Milre Mabry,
Dav.id Ashkinaz and Brian Huff.
They faced a Western.Michigan team
that came in with 17 sacks on the year. But
''The Moat" protected its castle, subJecting
Schneider to just one saek It was th~ first
sack UCF had given up in three games
after allowing eight l:n the first two games.
But most impressive was how wen
they handled Western Michigmi defensive
· Knights pick passes
· ··
end Jason Babin. Babin came in leading
With two interceptions by Asante .the MAC with eight sacks, but was held
Samuel and another by Carlos Thompson, sa.ckless by the UGF offensive line. M:uch
UCF now has eight for the s~n. The of.the credit belongs to left tackle Brian. 1
team had seven all of last year. uf: *
HUff. The senior bIOcked Babin most of the'
And ,they could. have had more. game.
Samuel had a chance to pick off two other
pas~s early in ·the gmne but coul~~t hang
· PLEASE SEE~eserve,s o~ ~s .
t.

'

-DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR BILL D'OTTAVIO

(

MAC SCOREBOARD
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UCF

Western M.lchlgan
Bowling Cireen
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois
Miami
•
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Uberty
Akron
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66 .-

Ball State
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Reserves pick up the slack, blunders continue
'.f

14 :·

totals of two and 12 respectively.
Both catches came on the same
third quarter drive and set up a
Blunders continue
Penalties, turnovers and 29-yard field goal attempt, which
dropped passes have haunted place-kicker Matt Prater missed.
Roy .Williams, a backup
_UCR all season. And they reared .
their ugiy heads
against defensive end, recorded the first
sack of his UCF career. The junior
Western Michigap..The Golden Knights got tr an sferred from Southwest
penalized 12 times for 74 yards fu Mississippi Community College
.the game. They came in _with 33 last spring.
penalties for 274 yards this sea-son.
Third quarter slump
. They also turned the .ball comes back
over three times, upping their seaUntil its last game, UCF had
son total to 17. Schneider was failed tp score in the third quarter ·intercepted twice and wide receiv- an season. Then they put 20
er Tavarius Capers fumbled on a points on the board in tbirCl quarswing pass early in the first.quar- ter of the home opener against
ter. Western Michigan scored 17 Liberty two weeks ago. .But. the
poinfs off those turnovers, seven problems resurfaced· against
coming off Jason Malloy's 46-yard Western Michigan.
interception returned for a touchDespite getting a.· , huge down. That's the third intercep- momentum swing by· tying the
tion returned for a touchdown game late in the second quarter
UCF has allowed this season, a and opening the second· half with
school record
possession, UCF faileq to score a
And in the first quarte~ wide singie point in the third quarter
receiver Doug Gabriel dropped a for the fourth time in five gailles.
pass·near the goal line after takMatt Prater missed a 29-yard
ing a big hit.
field goal during the third and
UCF scored a touchdown 3Q secReserves shin·e ~
onds into the fourth quarter.
· Reserve wide receivers
Luther Huggins and Ivery Injury report
Gaskins each made an impact.
As expected, starting tailHuggins scored his first touch- back Alex Haynes did not play
doWn of · the season when against Western Michigan and
Schneider found him in the end- didn't even make the trip. Neither
- zone in the second quarter. The did his backup, Keith Williams.
· sophomore came into the game Both are nursing ankle sprains.
. with just four receptions.
Backup fullbacks Dee Brown and
Gaskins had two catches for Andreal Curry picked up the
40 yards, ·surpassing his season
FROM PAGE
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)
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)

slack Brown rushed 10 tiines for 42 yards ·a nd Curry had three-yard
touchdown run in the first quarter.
Three starters did return after
missing some action. Strong safety
Atari Bigby and linebacker Chri.s
Pilinko both played after sitting out
the Liberty game with ankle

·injuries. And Robertson returned
after missing two games with a
sprained knee:
Garrett McCray, who started
the year at right tackle and moved
to right guard when Robertson went .
down, didn't play and is out for the
remainder of the year after blowing

out his right knee in practice fast
week: The injury ends the senior's
collegiate career.
Freshman linebacker ·James
Cook broke a finger on his left hand
defending the opening kickoff.
Classmate Dee Williford pulled his
groin...
....· ..

~j;
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Gain the skills to assist.your P.atjents:to achieve
:~an-p, maintain .~ healthy·lifestyle. foci' :
,..
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I
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Earn a substantial salary:<iommensutate with your
position as a boctor of Chiropr._ictfG. ·· · ~ · ·
.
....,
.... ·;

.

;,

Be Your Own Boss ....~

~

• !>-
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Most Doctors of Chiropractic are iit private
practice working an average of 40 hours per week~

Become a Doctor

\_ ,

'

Prestige, resp~ct and expanded le;aership
opportunities are available as a_D9ctor of .
Chiropractic.
Call Logan College of Chfropractic today to
change the world of healthcare!

·L ogan
-

· :

www.logan.edu

logana_dm@logan.ed~

College•of•Chiropractic .

Light 'Em Up torches competition

corner
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Combine the 2001 men's flag
football champions with the 2002
women's winners andWhat do you
get? The perfect recipe for a co-00
tournament title. Light 'Em Up
simmered and rooked the field last
week to ·win the inaugural
Knightma,reapparel.com Bowl,
which was a two-day eight-on-€ight
CO-€d flag football evenf
Pool Play kicked thingB off on
Saturday afternoon, as Light 'Em
Up went undef~ted in the first
round. This Ain't PE and 4 D's 4
Chix joined them as the top-seeded
teams after the first round of
action.
Light 'Em Up kicked it up a
notch in the elimination round·on
Sunday, beginning with 70-6 shellacking of Burning Zepplins. Next
they faced ·off with· the Gender

Benders in the semi~finals, and
after getting behind 20-0, Light 'Em
Up fought back on a last minute
touchdown catch by Shannon
Wheeler over the defender J.J.
Whitson to end the game and
advance to the finals.
rn· the other half of the bracket, 4 D's 4 Chix took care of the
Usual Suspects by a score of 40-0.
They continued to roll to the finals
behind the arm of quarterback
Mike Ruggieri
The championship game was
an epi~ battle as the high scoring
action of the earlier rounds ceased. ·
Light 'Em Up quarterback Matt
Malloy struck first to receiver Julie
Hartley for a .nine-point score in
the first half. The defenses tightened for the rest of the day, as the
pass rush of Alejandro Zapata was
enough to frustrate the opposing
offense into several turnovers. A
late interception by Phil ·Berk
sealed the deal.
IM Sports Corner
·presented by

r~n•e..
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
407-282-4000 •Across from UCF
· Open llam-4am
(l lam-2am Sun-Wed)
FREE DEl'..IVERY!

. Oviedo Bowling Center 376. E Broadway St.
Oviedo, FL 32765 .

'W'
~
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Do you know Photoshop
_and Illustrator better
than you know yourself? .
Are you telling yqurself ·
that you could h~ve
made a better advertisement than this one?
ff you answered jtyes" to any of these questions, you may
be just the person we're looking for.
~ REACH Peer Education is now looking' for a Graphic

Designer to begin training for a PAID position starting in
spring. . This . position is a great opportunity to build a
professional portfolio while estabHshing connections within
. the local design and printing industries~ Extensive experience
.with photoshop and illustrator are required. Computers and
.·software will be provided.
.r

up an

interview call REACH Peer Education at·
(407)-823-5457 or stop by Tr~der 617 (next to C~EOL)
To set
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KRISTIN DAVIS
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STAFF WRITER
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espect, consideration and courtesy are
the only thlngs junior Kacee Vmcett
expected of her roommate. Instead she
she never threw, paying bills that belonged to
someone else and livillgwith a cat she was allergic to.
When Vmcett ~ecided to move in with a high

school friend of 10 years, -she had no idea her
roommate would become her worst enemy.
"I remember being in tears cleaning up after
one of her parties when I was expecting my parents to come and visit that same day," she said. "I
racked up $6,000 of debt -from having to pay all
the bills most of the time." While Vmcett covered
her roommate's expenses, her roommate's
boyfriend lived at the apartment rent-free.
PLEASE SEE

<

Roommate oN 19

Faux reunion;
true frivolity
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

"Dude, I am all over this
spinach dip," my former high
school classmate slurred
drunkenly, taking a sloppy swig
of beer.
·
Twenty years after graduation, he was
wearing his
cheesy purple and yellow
Fighting Flounders letterman
jacket, carrying around a tat, tered football and babbling
loudly about _Carla, his high
school sweetheart who promptly dumped him when he lost his
college football scholarship.
Nope, Blaine Dickerson
hadn't changed a bit since the
_ good ol' high school days. As
Blaine sprawled across the
seat next to me and shoveled
- his face with spinach hors
d'oeuvres, I' gazed around the
United Brotherhood of Yaks
Lodge at the photos, trophies
and memorabilia from Herbert
· Hoover High, my proud .Allna
Mater. Only I didn't really go to
high school there. And I'd
never seen any of these people
before in my life.
Last weekend I attended
- The Soul.fire Theater and
Dinner Experience's interac-

still

The Soulfire Theater

"./,

Phone:
407-465-1886

Email:
info@SoulFire.net
Address:
15609 Apopka Vineland Rd. .
Orlando, FL 32821

.<
NATALIA ZULUAGA

tive production of Memories
and Mayhem: The Reunion of
the Cursed Class of Herbert
Hoover High.
The show is for anyone
who has eyer wondered how
his or her 20-year high school
reunion would play out. And
let's be refilistic. Who wantS to
attend a legitimate reunion
when you can have a blast at a
staged one and believe it is
yours instead.
Almost two hundred
Orlando residents and tourists
pay $28 each weekend to
attend the staged reunion
vvhere they can wine, dille and
party reunion-style at the fictional United Brotherhood of
Yaks Lodge in Lake Buena
Vista Friday andr Saturday
nights.
PLEASE _SEE Auqience-oN 21

I CFF

Wai Mui, Rodney Devera, Willis Mui and Aaron Mark keep the Monday night football tradition alive with popcorn, chips and a lot of yelling.

(,

All my rowdy friends are
coming 9ver tonight ·
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

Like everyone else, UCF
freshman Brandon Purington is a
partisan when it comes to sports.
He ha;s his favorite teams, players - even broadcasters.
"They should have never
lost Dennis Miller," he said. 'He
was the glue that held it all
together."
Every Monday night, it's not
Miller, but rather football itself

that draws UCF students together. "Monday Night Football," for
which Miller served up color
commentarycfor two years until
this season, is a televised institution with appeal _to more than
just football fans.
, "It · is a good excuse to
party," ·s aid freshman Jen Marks.
That excuse also allows
sports fans to continue 'their
weekend obsession into the work
week. The frenzy starts at 9 p.m.
Mondays, as it has every Monday

night of t!ie National Football
League season for the past 33
years. ~'Monday Night Football"
is the longest- running, primetime sports broadcast in television history. ·
UCF students are no different than ariy other fap.s wheii.. it
comes to clearing their weekly
calendar and settling down with
friends and food for the televised
ritual.
PLEASE

c
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QCF Reflecting Pond,3!30.,.pm
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Uisif-us on the web at osa.uCf.edu
For more info On any of these events contact the Office of
~tudent Activities, Rm. 208 in the SU, or call 407. 823.6471 .
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee.as allocated by the Studen·t Government Association
'
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orlando's
Iupscale nightclub

,17 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florido 32801

www.blueroomorlando.com

(407) 423-2588
21 and up welcome

····-

FREE BEER 9-11 PM
$2 Domestics $3 Drinks ·
Every Thur5day _
Night
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to party on
Mondays
FROM PAGE
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·"We just like watchingJootball
and hanging out with the boys,"
said senior Brad Bandstra.
It doesn't hurt that all the
other games are played on Sunday.
Come Monday night, "it's the only
game on~' said freshman Daniel
Smith.
The formerly· polarizing presence· of Miller, a stand-up comic
who freely .admitted that he had
never attended a football game
before joining ABC's broadcast
team, discouraged many fans. But
not Purington, who dutifully tuned
in before, during and even after the
Miller years.
"I've never missed a game ih
10 years," he said
With Miller gone, many fans
appreciate the new team of John
Madden and Al Michaels. Madden
is the aQknowledged dean of cblor
commentators who provides the
insight, intelligent and otherwise,
while Michaels calls the play-byplay. "Monday Night Footl:!all" is the
highlight of my week and John
Madden is my hero," said freshman
Melissa Westoff.
But Michaels has his fans too.
''Al Michaels.is a hottie," said
Westoff's friend, N~e Kemeny.

Lifestyles• 19

.Ro_ommate matching a,game of chance
. FROM PAGE

16

''.After living with her for about a year,"
she said, "I had enough."
· Fbr many students, guing off to college
means more than just their first time away
from home. It's also their first time sharing
living quarters with a virtual stranger.
Adjusting to another roommate's way of life
can be :Unpossible, even if that person is a
close friend. While some differences are a
matter oflearningto adjust, others find their
roommates to be irisufferable because they
are just plain rott~n.
.
Some living situations are so bad that
they ruin friendships. Senior Jessica
- Edmonson experienced this :firsthand when
she moved in with someone who was her
,
close friend at the time.
While moving in with her friend may
· have appeared to be a guod idea fa the beginning, in _retrospect, she admits it was a huge
mistake.
That nightmare included a dog that
wasn't housebroken, a boyfriend With a key
to their apartment that came and went as he
pleased and a series of rent checks that
.bounced like rubber balls. It was unbearable,
Edmonson said.
On top of everything else, Edmonson's
roommate stole money from her. Upon moving out, the landlord gave tq.e return deposit
to the roommate. Edinonson never saw her
share.
''At the time I went to Florida State
University and I came to UCF just to get
away from her," said Edmonson. 'We were
close friends, but needless to say, we aren't'
anyrn.ore."
Sometimes the battle between roommates can beoome quite heated. Literally.
Senior Victor Leonard's roommates are
constantly jockeying the air conditioner con. trols. First hot, then cold and then back to

DoablEbge
Fashion Boutiqce FoR Men l Women

hot again. Back and forth the dial swings. It
is a never-ending battle that Leonard agunizes_through every day.
.
"One minute you're freezing to death,
. the next you're sweating.your butt off. There
is ·never a constant," he said! "The situation
with the air conditioner would be minimal if
her boyfriend, who also suffers through the
apartment's drastic climate changes, would
not stand up for her all the time."
That is not the only problem Leonard
faces, though. Another of his roommates has
come close to destroying their entire apartment.
Leonard's apartment is equipped with
gas appliances; one of those appliances a gas ·
range. ·
.
· "I came home after being gune for the
weekend and was hit with an oveiwhelming
stench when I walked through the door,"
Leonard said. ~ 'Turns out my roommate had
left one of the burners on our gas oven running all night when she left to gu to her
. boyfriend's. It took nearly four hours to finally get the.gas and its horrible odor out ofour
apartment. It's a guod thing !_don't smoke
otherwise I'd be dead."
·
Other students face problems of a more
serious nature. An illegal nature . .
.
The fact that his former roommates
were obnoxiously load was the least of Ali
Maziad's problems.
Maziad's roommates were doing drugs
inside their apartment on regular basiS.
"The cops actually came in .at midnight
to do an inspection," said Maziad. "They
searched all of our rooms. The cops found
my roommates with drugs in their possession so they later removed and separated
them."
Senior Anna Ambrose also had to summon p<>lice to arbitrate a violent argument
that her former roommate and Ambrose had
one evening two years agu after several

months of bickering.
"She was crazy," Ambrose said. "My
roommate was a 17-year-old, alcoholicjunkie. "~
·
·"She came home drunk and high all the
time, ate my food, threw spaghetti on the
walls when she gut mad and threatened to
key my car," Ambrose said. "Our hostility for
one anotlier all began when I wrote her a
note and told her to ask permission before
she ate my food and replace_What sh~ ate."
Ambrose said the evening she was
forced to call the police was the same day her
roommate was.finally evicted.
"She barged into my room, lunged at me .
and tried to punch me in the face," Ambrose
said "I finally called the poliee, and they
fil'I'ested her in our apartment." ·
"She was drunk and kept yelling at me
as police handcuffed her, 'Have them arrest
me, see if I care."'
·
After months of pleading with her
apartment complex:'s leasing office to
. remove her roommate for throwing parties,
physically threatening her and smoking·
inside their non-smoking apartment, ·
Ambrose was only able to convince leasing.
managers to remove her roommate with a
copy of her police report.
"The le~ing people did nothing to help ·
me, which was really frustrating," she said.
"I was so miserable living there, and I kept
every-threatening note she left me, recorded
every violent thing she did to try to get her
evicted, and the most . they [leasing managers] offered to do was hold . mediated
meeting between her and I and a leasing
manager."
"Meetings don't get the. message across
to people who are drunk and high and throwing spaghetti on the walls."

a

-Staff Writers Adam Shiver &Krista lilizi
also contdbuted to this report_
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invite you and a guest·to an advance screening of

12271 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 3281 .7

407,.737.6615

Stop by DoublEdge in the UC7 Shopping
Plaza across from -UCF from now until Oct. 23
for two free tickets to the advance screening·
of Jackass at 7:30 pm on Thursday, Oct. 24
at the Regal Oviedo Marketplace.
Film is roted R. Must be 17 or older to receive a ticket (photo IDs will be checked.) No purchase necessary,
while supplies lost. Employees of Poromount Pidures, DoublEdge, &Central Aorido Future ore not eligible.
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Crossword
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try out of its long and severe economic crisis. (It .
is a common street scene in Buenos Aires that
politiciaJ).S, once they are identified by passersby;
are targets of insults and spitting.) Ifihe bill
passes, all congressional and presidential candidates ·would be required not only to prove they
have paid their taxes and to disClose any criminal records but also to ~ubmit to psychiatric '
exams to assure voters that they are emotionally
fit to hold office.

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

latest pn~tests
Lead stories

, (CORRECTION: Two weeks ago, I mistakenly wrote tbat Lutherans believe there is only
one God, when I should have written that it is the Luther~· Missouri Synod which believes
that (and it was that organization which demoted its radio preacher). I apologize for the error.)
• In September, Australia's Daily Telegraph
reported that the Federal Attorney Gene_ral's
office had ruled that eyesight an<;! medical tests
required of flight crews a.Qd air traffic controllers could no longer be given because they
violate the country's anti-discrimination·laws.
The Civil Aviation Safety Agency, concerned
about'Physically unqualified pilots, ann9unced
immediately that it would appeal the ruling, but
the association of cabin crew members, for one,
w~ reluctant to support the appeal because it
fears that such medical tests make it easier for
,airlines to impose weight restrictions on flight
attendants.
• Sen. Jorge·Capitanich recently introduced
a bill in the Argentine leglSlature to help restore
voters' faith in elected officials to pull the cotin-

A formerly dbese woman organized a ''.million-pound march" for Ottawa in October to
protest the Ontario Parliament's proposed funding cutbacks on stomach-stapling surgery.
(Attendance was about 998,000 pounds short:)
And to protest unemployment in Escravos,
Nigeria, in July, about 600 women held hundreds
of workers captive inside an oil terminal and
threatened to take off their o'wn clothes, which
Nigerians regard as gravely shocking. And in
Rajasthan, India, protesters opposed to distribu- ·
tion of the allegedly mob-financed movie "Kante"
said they would release poisonous snakes into
the darkened theaters·showing the film.

Boredom, illustrated
A 16-year-<>ld boy was sent to Sherman
·Hospital ip Elgin, lli.,"in September with seconddegree burns after he and two pals started.playing a game in which each would splash gasoline
on their shorts and set themselves on fire before
rolling on the ground to try to extinguish the
flames. One.of the boys told police they agreed to
-three rounds each as- sort of competition.

ACROSS
1 Ignore with
contempt
5
Polo
10 Skilled
14 Top-rated
15 Single-masted
ship
16 Signal sound
17 Philippines island
19 Deserve
· 20 Prepare to be
knighted ·
21 "Banana Boat
· Song'.' singer
23 Soviet dictator
25 Embrace
26 Exist
28 Discrimination
30 C'barse files
34 Scorched
36 Crafty
38 Infield cover,
briefly ·
39 Intrudes on .
41 Marilyn's blonde
part?
43. Menu plan
44 Polish
46 Sycophants
47 Turn out
49 Jazz style
51 Swi1ch positions
52 Ring off.
54 Nuclear reaction
56 Ecuadorian
islcinds
60 Brother's
daughter
63 Spike or brad
64 Underground pit
66 Asian range
67 Casals'
instrument
68 Songstress
Fitzgerald
69 Chipper
70 City on the Ruhr
71 River blocks
DOWN
1 Plunder
2 Lunchtime
3 Unqualified
4 French topper
5 Letters of a
flavor enhancer

-'

© 2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc
All rights r~ed.

6 Excuses
7 Gnawing
. mammals
8 Unruffled
9 Winfrey of "The
Color PtJrple"
10 Annuls
11 Three-_ salad
12 Riga resident
1~ Fencing tool
18 Tickled pink
22 Hair of the dog
24 Dock worker
26 Stand
27 Heated
argument
29 Plumbing joint
31 Bacteria causing
food poisoning
32 Groom oneself
33 Pirouettes
35 Without a doubt
37 Walk-the-dog
toys
40 Under: pref.
42 Fret
·
45 Hoodwinks

fl -

See solutions,
-page 23

48
50
53
,
55
56
57

Energy
Energetic activity
Obvious
pretense
Lubed
Wildebeests
Org. for seniors

58 Baloney
.
manufacturer?
59 takes off
61 Serene
·52 Noteworthy
times
·
65 Inmate
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·._AUdience, performers an entertaining combo
FROM PAGE 16

For $28, reunion guests
enjoy a chicken Parmesan
entree and choice of key lime or
chocolate pie, as well as unlimiteel supply of wine .and beer.
Co-producer, co-creator
and co-director John DiDonna
explained that the.show is more
of a party than a theatrical experience, since the -characters eat
at the guests' tables and interact
-with them directly.
.
"The actors are given
tremendous freedom within
their roles," he said. "Each cast
• · member has a tliree-page character biography and 30 pages of
relationship history with the
other characters, so all of them
can stay in charactei: and-reminisce quite easily with everyone
else."
The two-hour dinner show
is metfoulously designed in
mock seriousness to resemble a
campy. reunion-for the class of
· '82, cursed ever since the gym
burned down at their prom.
The presentation includes a
· slide sb,ow, a gi>ofy awards ceremony,· dancing, a karaoke contest and the crowning of prom
king and queen - 20 years later.
More important then the
storyline, ho~1ever, is the colorful
ensembJe_of 14 characters who
participate in the festivities
" alongside the guests: Those
characters include Fabulous, a
cinnamon-skinned, wickedly
perverted drag queen who formerly was known as a high

school-g'Bek named Horace.
Also among the cast are
Phookie, a lovable,· Hawaiianshirt-clad karaoke host who was
the high school's- 12-year-old
valedictorian, .anq Kenny Boner,
the high school slacker who
became a success ..pursuing a
career in infomercials:
As old rivalries surface, the
characters -clash and confront
.each other. They climb on chairs,
strip, yell and delight the audience, making everyone realize
how petty and ridiculous high
school really was.
''Anyone who has been to
. high school will appreciate this,"
said cast member Kimberly
Shader. "The_se people might
have different faces and names
from the people you kneW; but
everyone can relate to them."
The audience's level ofenthusiasm and willingness to
play along remained surprisingly fervent throughout the
.reunion. The ageless auqien~
seemed to be having an equally
effortless time slipping irito laidback party µiode.
So.effortless in fact, that the
cast members say they aie constantly surprised at how seriously the audience perceive
their performances.
Steve Hurst, , who plays
party-animal Blaine, said _that
couples in the audience .have
propositioned 'Blaine' to go
home with them. "I think it happens because
the Blaine character is always
up for a good time and he

attracts people· looking for that
same situation," he said. "I fil.so
had a guy a couple of weekends
ago wQ.o wanted Blaine to find
some pot and go smoke it with
him after the show."
Shader, who plays fatsoturned-babe Azalia, said a choreographed fight that takes
place between two characters in
the middle of the dinner show
instigates many guests to interfere with the performance.
Directors have incorporated bodyguards into the scene to
hold back the zealous audience
members who try to break up
the brawl.
On occasion spouse's
becom~ jealous when charaoters flirt with audience members, while other tablemates
have .taken drinks away from
characters who appear to have
had a drink too many.
"People buy into the possibility that it could be·real and
lose themselves in it for a couple
of hours," Shader said.
Returning from the show
later that evening, I stopped at a
gas station still wearing my
· class of '82 nametagthat I forgot
to r~move. A much-older cashier
inquisitively asked me, "You
comin' from your .reunion or
something?"
A slow smile spre8.d across
my face remembering how I too
had lost myself in the ridiculous
high school reunion that wasn't
even my own.
''Yeah," I replied. '' ... Or
something!"

•

J-oin our team

llRN UP.TD
·814.DD Hourly!
(

lull Time · Pail/ Training_
Part Time Hours:
Mid Shin 12·B:3BPM • Nights 3·11:BBPI

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ADVANCEMEN-TOPPORTUNITIES
lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Personal Bays • Campany Matching 4BIK
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation

Right around the corner ·rrom UCf

Job line · 407··313~1391
12001 Science Dr. · • Orlando, fl 32828
EO E{DFWP

During The
Soulfire
Theater and
Dinner
Experience's
mock high
school
reunion,
Fabulous,
the ultra
perverted
drag queen,
will help

you never
spent
together at
the high
school you
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Classifications
100 HELP WAN'IEiJ
200FoRSALE
250 Alll'OMOTIVE
300FoRRBNr
J25HOMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERVICES

How to Place an Ad · ~·

Office Telephone flours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m ..

4JOBErAIL

500 ON CAMPl!S
550EVENTS
600 GREEK LUE
700M1st:
750 TRAl'EL
800 RELl6ION

Offic~. Addres! .: ..
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160/ · Orlando, FL 32817

In Person: University Qourt, Suite 160
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE now hiring
.. Exp. servers and hostesses on
Red Bug/Tuskawilla. Must be avail.
for Christmas Holidays. Apply
Mon - Thl!rS. 1-:3 or call '
407-699-0900 for app.

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $1'2/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
_ hotels in Jhe Downtown Orlando and Disney areas. Call 407-84f-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Full Time Leasing Agent neecied .
for potential long term employment.
Experience Preferred. Call
-407-673-4401 or F8*-restJme _,
to 4'07-998-3787. .

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's
HOTTEST Night Cl\Jbs!
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
Call for interview 407 538 6136

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview (not
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn
$50. Leave name and number and
you~ cpl! will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.
Earn $500 to $5000 per month working
from home, campus, or anywhere!
www.lookrightnow.com or call ·
888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
~
No Exp Necessary!

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10
Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

Put 300 Scientists
to work for you.
For more info. call 1-800-350-8282
or e-mail information300@aol.com.

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competetive pay. #1945
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park . .
Please call 407-671-2888
· Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training proyided.
No experience needed ..
Call :I -800-965-6520 ext 107

, -~:,~, .Payl!J~nt Me~ods '· ~;,
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • classifteds@IJCf/uture.com

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.

PT/FT Opportunity· Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
~ of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
_,. students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com

IIi.IiJ HELP WANTED I] HELP WANTED II]
Interested in Modeling?

Deadline

mi]

FOR RENT

UCF/WINTER PARK • 1,2,3 Br. up to
1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT!
Call Ken at Apartment Hunters
for a FREE search! In office,
by fax or
e-mail 407-2112-0980. ASK FOR KEN.
Avail. immed. Responsible, neat, easy
going female to share 3 bed/ 2 bath
home. 5 min. from UfF. $190 plu& 1/3 .
util. Call Michelle
(407) 671-6815.

at

HOUSE FOR LEASE

Earn $2500-$3500. per week! ·
30 year-old company seeks Reps.
A REAL Product and Need.
Earn thousands a week
on your own time. Email
infinite_income2k2@hotmail.com
w/ contact info & best time to call.
Female Model Needed for Computer
Graphics Artist for reference poses for
3-0 creation. $10 for one hour of time.
Call John for details 407.253.6163

INTERNET MARKETING
FT/PT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only. Call 1-888-794-1881
Varsity Marketing Group is looking for
PIT commissioned reps to sell
promotional products to
clubs/organizations on campus.
Motivated individuals can earn
$300-$1,000 per week. Send resume
to stephanies@maddeninc.com.

Nanny needed.

PIT ~nd FIT during holiday's.
Experienced and must drive.
Longwood. Flexible hrs. $8/hr.
Call 407-925-5218.

Brand new! 3/2, family room, nice! ·
$1250/mth., non smokers & no pets.
Call 407-886-8916 or 407-296-0687
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartments avail. immediately, 3
blocks from UCF; 1 & 2 bedrooms
avail, starting at $450/mth contact
Amber 321-229-1426
Jefferson Commons Sublease ASAP!
1b/1 b in 2/2apt. Fema,le. Furnished
bed/living. All utils incl. W/D incl.
$585/mo. Call (561 )261-2334:
2/1.5 condo. 3/4 mile from UCF. Air,
Ceiling fans, W/D, extra's. Refurbished,
ceramic floors, furnished, fitness room,
club house, pool, tennis, ect. No pets/
no smoking. Water/sewer incl.
Only $950/mnth. Call 407-366-3733
or 407-353-1946.
NS Female w/cat to share 2/2
house in quiet area off Red Bug
Lake. NS female wanted for pvt bed,
bath, 1/2 garage. House furnished,
bedroom not. $450/mo inclu util (not
phone o~ cable). 407-312-3264
Private room/bath in new home
near UCF. We're neat, friendly and
NS and you too. $395/m incl utils,
dsl, kitchen and garage.
Call 407-948-6104.
Prefer female/gay male.

Bartender· Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local ·Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

CONDO FOR RENT
212 Condo , new carpet & paint,
tennis court, near UCF campus, avail.
immediately $850/mth, contact
407-463-0650

Great business opportunity. Global
deregulation of communications.
Will only happen once. Don't miss
your chance. PIT and FIT. No exp.
nee. For more info. call 352-223-2437.

172 Reserved Circle, just North of
UCF, off Alafaya. 2/2 'c ondo. New
carpeVpaint. Inside laundry incl. 1100
sq. ft. $850/mnth. Avail. immediately.
Call 407-463-0650. ·

Elm

LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
1 available. $475/mo + utils call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

FOR SALE

Futon, Dark wood/black iron.
Very comfortable upgraded full-size
mattress. Attractive green, maroon
cover (changeable). $175/0;B.O
Call 407-383-0298.

mi] AUTOMOTIVE
'93 Infinity; 4/dr. Bose sound system.
Auto, air, extra's .. 131 k.
Below book. $4,300/obo.
Call 407-353-1946 or 407-366-3733.

m

FoRRENT

Room avail ASAP iri 3/2 home
1 mi from UCF~ $425/mo includes
·Cable, Util, Road Runner, W/D.
Roommates are quiet, clean.
Non-smoker only please.
Cal ..407-971 ·9602.

ROOMMATES

2 Issues (1 week):
$9perwk
8 Issues (4 weeks):
$8perwk
24 IsSues (12 weeks)! $7perwk

Bolding:
Large Headline:

$1 per wk
$1 per wk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk fo~ each additional line.

[m

SERVICES

2 roommates needed to fill 3/2 at
River Park Apts. Quiet nghd. with park
access. $370+electric/phone. 5 min
from UCF and Valencia. M/F ·
welcome. Call 407-273-8805.

Perform Better! School, Sports or Sex!
Help for YOU! Unlock your talents
and potentials NATURALLY.
Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com ·
or 407 851 0945

Roommate Needed
Share 4/3 golffront, pool, spa.
Absolutely awesome $500/mth.
Call 407-509-7974

MARY KAY PRODUCTS
Try the latest makeup shades &
· - -dtscover a fresh new 16ol<. JuSl call - for afree makeover! Contact Kimberly
Hayes 407-296-9423 or·log on to
www.marykay.com/khayes9

[m

SERVICES

Student Success-A seminar October 5th and 19th Learn
to speed read, memorize anything,
cut stµdy time in half, really retain
what you learn, & Improve your grades
by one full point or more in less that
60 days if you LEARN and USE these
techniques. 12noon-8 Pm Each Day
Prepay to Save 50'% or pay $100.00
at the door. Show College ID and Pay
Only $20~oo per day. Private sessions
available, available on audio tape
as well·. 407-851-0945 or
www.KypnoDean.com

Computer Repair & Tune-Up
Got a paper, projecr, or exam soon?
Don't let your computer slow you down.
Internet or computer, we can fix it.
CALL John Crutchfield at
407-870-9141 .

CAN YOU MAKE IT
IN THE JOB MARKET?°
So you're graduating ... are you
prepared for your job search?
Can you compete in this job market?
Do you know where to find the best
opportunities? What does your resume
say about you? How well do you
interview? Are you prepared to
negotiate for the salaryyou deserve?
Could you use a helping hand???
Call BEACON CAREER COUNSELING
(407-629-8900) and let us help you
gain the competitive edge! We offer
resume development, interview
preparation, -job search strategies,
salary negotiations and much much
more. Mention this ad and receive
a 10% discount!!!

mJ

RETAIL

AUDIO/STEREOPHILES, HOME
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration, Isolate Distortion, Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability.
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or
Tile Floors. www.kleintechsys.com
Graves RIC Hobbies 407-294-5699
4814 N OBT t/4 mi N of John Young.
Full supply.for A/C, car, boat, 20 heli
RTF. 800 kits, 300+ planes. Free CA
Glue w/$1 O purchase w/ad.

Body Jewelry
Wednesday, Oct. 16, 10 am • 4 pm
Buy 1, get 15% off second item.
Look for Becky and Scott's
Body Jewelry Table at Graduation
Celebration by the UCF Bookstore.

CAKES DELIVERED!!
Halloween Party Cakes
Friend's Binhday
Breakfast Meetings
DELIVERED BEAUTIFULLY GIFT PACKAGED

WITH PlATES, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONS!

Gotta OrrJer Ille C8/<e?
. Take the Hassle Out!
Butteroream, Chocolate, carrot
C&kes, Huge Pies; Cheesecakes,
Mumns, Pastries. Gourmet
Cookies & Morel

Tutor
Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
. marshgator1 @earthlink.net

C£antastic Sams·· ·
, CU.TS • .PERMS • -COLOR
-Experienced Stylists-

J3sol:l@WUID
Furni·shed Large Bedroom, w/d, kitchen
available only $425/mo includes
utilities. Great Location in Winter Park.
Call 407-657-1918 or 321-279-3862
Room for Rent. House near VCC.
7 mins to UCF. 3bd/2.5ba. Util, dig.
cable, and DSL incld. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female/gay male. 407·761·1270.
Room avail. in new 3 bdrm home
on lake, gated community; 6 in ins
from UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
smoking, no pets, securicy system,
furnished, pool and tennis. Call
239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700.

Ask about othet UCF specials
10691 E. Colonial
(2 Blocks west of Alafaya next to new bowling lanes)

( 40~) ~80-5626
'
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• Fun & Easy Transportation ·
• r11111Kin9 Available
f _. 2yr 1mlimited mleage wmanty
• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Major aedit cards accepted

.

'"
\

i

Parts - Sal.es - Service

Jet Ski Orlando

(407) 859-3006

mil ON CAMPUS ma
•

Fraternities ~ Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
~rograms make fundraising easy
. with no risks. Fundraising dates
· are filling _quickly, so get with
. the program! It works •.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com .

mlI!]

GREEKS

SPRING BREAK 03 STA TRAVEL
Your on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING
BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever you want to go!
Easy payment plans and fle~ible
options. Avoid internet scams arid
l;>elow par hotels. Book with the
agency that's been there.
STA Travel- UCF Student Union
407.541.'2000
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Car:icun, Acapulco, Mazatlq.n, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre, L-as Vegas,
Florida, and ·Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express .
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-sit-e Staff.
Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

KL\ '
Thank you ·to everyone who
participated in Shakedown ·
Congratulations to all ou-r winners!

·m

TRAVEL

MISC.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

Spring Br~ak! Bahamas Party
Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800~678-6386

Fjnd your someone special now.
. Call 1-900-255-2700 x .8829.
$2.99 per minute, must be 18 yrs.
Serve-U 619-645-8434

o, .,,,('

Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Org~nize 15 friends, earn
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and
cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or 'email,
sales@studentcity.com today!

ACT NOW! We guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
TRA~EL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group pisc~unts for 6+.
1-888 THiNK SUN
_
c1-888-844-6s18 aept 262s>
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
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RELIGION

Applicants Wanted tQ study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

Spring Break'03
· w/StudentCity.com!
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LOFWS

Unique student apartments

8 n N S

·Home·is ·
where your

FRIENDS are.
lndividu'al leases.
Free
, washer/ dryer

..

·Free internet access

·

-Cove'red basketball pavillion
Free Cable with HBO, MTV & ESPN
, Lagoon s1yle pool plaza with
Jacuzzi

•

Fully furnished apart'ment
homes

•

Fitness center with free weights

Ameni~es subject lo change.

•

www.statravel.com
onunE

•

on THE PHOnE

»

on CRmPU/

»

on THE /TREET

...

'

ucF·Students

INTR-ODUCING MINUTES
·WITHOUT LIMITS

CampJl~Uph*'!

UNLIMITED
Anytime Minu.t es

,,
!

UCF Wast-lngton Center

Call all you want. .
When you·want. ~.

,·

(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm

.

To where· you want across
the u:s. for one montbly fee.

4.0·7~282·5850
.

-

'

I

•;I

•

HURRY!
~'

(Promotional Offer- Ends 10/19/2~02)

$Q . NET~OST

·UNLIMITED

3250 Minutes

3500 Minutes

UNLIMITED

3000 Nights & Weekends

3000 Nights & Weekends

Nights &Weekends.

250 Anytime Minutes

500 Anytime Minutes

600 Anytime Minutes

700 Anytime Minutes·

Statewide Long Distance & Roaming

Nationwide Long Distance &
Roamr~g on AT&T Network
.(1 year agreement)

Statewide Long Distance· & Roaming

Natlonwjde Long Distance &
Roaming on AT&T Network
{2 year agreement}

-(1 year agreement)

(2 y&ar agreement)

-

Ni~ts & Weekends

=FREE

C 2002 AT&T Wireless, All rights reserved. Requires new activation on a quallfi00'7IT&T Wirele~ calling plan, credrt ~pproval, activation fee, one or two-year agreement, a digital multi-network phone and a cancellation fee. Night & Weekend Minutes and Nationwide Long Distance promotions available as long as you remain on the same eliQible AT&T Wireless rate plan
selected at activation. Benefits terminate upon cancenation or involuntary suspension of service or migration to another rate plan, including migration to another price point. May not be available for purchase or use in all areas. Phone availability and price may vary at AT&T Wireless Authorized Dealer locations. Rates do not apply to credit card calls. Airtime for each
call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly included and promoti<l!lal minutes cannot be carried over to any other month. f!oaming, additional minute charges, other restricllons, charges, surcharges and taxes apply. Subject to General Terms and Conditions and calling plan brochure. May not be available with other offers. Promotions: Available on calls placed
from yoDr Home Calling Area Applicable long distance chirges additional. Night and weekend airtime is from 9:00 p.m. to 5:59 a.m. Monday-Friday; and Friday 9:00 p.m. through Monday 5:59 a.m. Natlonwldle Long Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your Home Calling Area to anywhere in the U.S. Standard airtime charges apply.
Special Promotions: 200 Additional Minutes or Nationwide Long Distance or 500 Local Mobile to Mobile available on new activations on AT&T Wireless National Network $34.99 or above, AT&T Wireless Digital Advantage $39.99 or above calling plans with signed one or two-year agreement Night & Weekend Promotions: 3000 Nigtns & Weekends with one-year
agreement; Unlimited Nights & Weekends with two-year agreement Actlvalion fee: Start of selllice fee: $36 one-year agreement, $26 Start of service fee credit only available with signed two-year ser'vice agreement. You will be charged $36 activation fee Wsigned two-year contract net received within 60 days ol activations. $50 Mall-In Rebate: One rebate pe.r purchase
of a new Nokia 5165 or 3360 digital multi-network phone. Expires 10/19/02
I
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Handsfree Earpiece, Car Charger,·and
Leather Case .w/ this ad.
. .($60 In Savings)

--------~-~---------------------------------------~--

for mofe \nto'
ca\\ 09~ a\
' l401) 82.9-641\

·Or.

o.sa.ucl:edu

Octof>er 2.1-2.6+h·

\'

I

Schedule of Events:
Friday, Octo~er 25

Mon.day, Qcto,ber 2l Tuesday, October 22 Wednesday, ·October 23 Thvrsda.y, October 24
Movie Knight: "Oceans 11"
Reflecting Pond, 9pm

, Carnival
UCF Arena, 5pm

Skit.Knight
U~F Arena, 8pm

Comedy Knight w/ Bill Maher
. ,UCF Arena, 8pm

Sa+u.rtJav; Oc+of>er 2.6
Homecoming Parade
Dqwntown Orlando
11 am

Spirit Splash ·w/ 7 Mary 3
UCF Reflecting Pond, 3:30pm
Haunted Arboretum,
UCF Arboretum, 9pm

Football Game
Post-Game
Citrus Bowl
KnightFest 9treet Party
w/ 3 Doors Down
4 ·pm .Crowning of King & ,
Church 9treet,
Queen at halftime
after the game

Funded by. Activity and 9ervice Fee
through the 9tudent Government Assoc.iation .__......_.._...

· "2 ·

